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POPULAR SPIRITUALISM..
“ARE SPIRITUALISTS CHRISTIANS?” "THE SCIENCE OF LIFE BEYOND 

THE GRAVE”; “HAS MAN A SOUL?”
Lbcturkb by E. W. WALLI8, St. Jambs’s Hall, Burnley, Sunday, Nov. 22nd, 1885.

On Sunday, November 22nd, Mr. E. W. Wallis delivered 
three lectures in St. James’s Hall, Burnley, under the auspices 
of the Burnley Spiritualistic Society. The morning discourse 
was listened to by only a moderate audience, but in the after
noon and evening the large hall was crowded to excess. Dr. 
W. Brown, president of the society, occupied the chair on each 
occasion. The lecture in the morning was on:—

“ Abb Spiritualists Christians ? **
It was sometimes said that Spiritualists were Atheists. 

Such a charge was unwarranted, by the fact that one of the 
fundamental ideas of Spiritualism was a recognition of Spirit 
as actual and real. Spiritualism might be said to be 
leaderless, creedless, and without doctrines, but it could 
hardly be said that it was without principles, aims or objects. 
These were *.  the overthrow of Materialism, the reformation 
of human society, and the demonstration of human immor
tality—a progressive career after death; and that by the 
exercise of spiritual gifts or mediumship there might be 
established a system of constant intercourse with the spirit 
world. One of the beauties of Spiritualism was that it left 
every individual to accept or reject just so much as appealed 
to his conscience, as being true or false. The common ground 
upon which Spiritualists were united, was that it was possible, 
under certain conditions, to establish communion between the 
so-called dead and the living. That was the rock upon 
which Spiritualism was bnilt. That proposition, so far as 
human testimony could be relied upon, had been established. 
Having established that, Spiritualism demonstrated continued 
conscious existence for man after death.

Coming to the question at issue, it was claimed that the 
Spiritualism of to-day was another link in the golden chain of 
Spiritual Revelation which had taken place in ages past. 
With that affirmation they were brought face to face with the 
position of the theologian, who said their interpretation of 
the records of the past was all wrong. But the reported 
experiences of Jesus and his apostles did not lead them to 
suppose they were all wrong. Moses and Elias, it was said, 
had appeared on the mount, and that Jesus not only practised 
spirit communion, and exercised spiritual gifts, but became a 

communicating spirit to Saul. In the revised version of the 
New Testament, it was distinctly stated that Saul, on his way 
to Jerusalem in company with his companion, was not 
permitted to go there because the tpirit of Jetut suffered 
them not In the old version the words, “ the spirit of 
Jesus,” were not to be found. Men and women lived 
to-day, who were acted upon by the spirit, and the mani
festations paralleled the marvels of the past

Looking at the matter from another standpoint, What 
did they mean by Christianity? Among Christians there 
seemed to be a certain sort of unconscious egotism, which 
caused them to think that they were the “ elect of God.” 
It was held by them that they had the only revelation from 
God, and in that case Christianity was either to be charged 
with inconsistency or that ddgma would have to be destroyed, 
for it was distinctly stated that God was “ no respecter of 
persons,” and that all were acceptable to Him, whose 
motives and purposes in life were pure.

The varied Christian doctrines with regard to the Godhead 
having been alluded to, it was pointed out that in the prayers 
and petitions of the Established Church, there was a danse 
which provided that they should be asked “ in the name and 
through the merits of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ” 
Every request or petition was presented by faith in the saving 
efficacy of the shed blood of the Lord. If they as Spiritualists 
were prepared to recognise the idea, that they trere nothing or 
less than nothing unless they received the bounties and blessings 
of this and the after life through Jesus Christ, then they 
might call themselves Christians. The word “ Christian ” 
originated at Antioch, and was used as a reproach in reference 
to the followers of Jesus, who claimed to work miracles 
through his power. Spiritualism proved that the 
“ mirades” or manifestations were natural, and that they 
were possible because man was a spiritual being. It was 
sometimes said that Christians were men who believed in 
“ love to God and love to man,” but there were men called 
infidels and atheists who did all that, who would put to shame 
in actual character and conduct of daily life thousands of 
professing Christians, followers of the gentle-hearted 
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Nazarene! To get to an answer to the question: “Are 
Spiritualists Christians ? ” they had to make a distinction 
between the theological presentation, and the pure teaching of 
Jesus. Spiritualists were believers in truth wherever found, 
and whoever spoke that which was true, right and just, was 
speaking the truth of God. Mere belief in orthodox 
Christianity, as an insurance policy against eternal fire, would 
not do. The Gospel of Jesus was love, sincerity, righ
teousness and self-sacrifice. Creedai Christianity of to-day, 
as compared with that, was nothing more nor less than a 
huge sham. Spiritualists were really the people who best 
understood Jesus, his ministry and his mission, which was 
that of a Spiritual Teacher, bringing life and immortality to 
light by his inspiration and mediumship, and illustrating by 
example the power of love and goodness and purity.

“ The Science of Life beyond the Grave.”
In the afternoon, by “ Science,” Mr. Wallis said was 

meant knowledge of actual facts; systematic investigation 
Into phenomena, whereby, having observed and tabulated 
carefully, they arrived at conclusions from which they were 
able to formulate certain principles, or statements of principles, 
which they regarded as general laws. To do that there were 
two methods employed. One was to formulate a theory, and 
if possible discover facts ih support, or else square the facts to 
it; and the other was to get at certain results from the obser
vation of phenomena; and formulate a. theorjVto^ocountfor 
them. Spiritualism was an appeal to facts, an attempt on the 
pait of man to obtain satisfaction on the burning question: 
“Ifa man die shall he live again ?” There had been in all 
ages an instinctive desire for knowledge of life beyond the 
grave. In the theories of life after death many mistakes had 
been made, and many exaggerated knd'disto'tttdr ideas had 
been presented to’miukind....Spiritualism was areversal of the 
process whieh had been going on for many years, and appealed 
to phenomena. These phenomena, occurring in the presence 
of. mediums, demonstrated the fact of life after the change 

-balled death. .
There were hosts of objestions to. the idea, of life after 

death. One man could not conceive if possible fbr’thereto 
be any conscious mental activity apart from an organism. 
Admitting the objection for argunient, they reminded those 
who held it that they did not know all there was to know in 
the universe. What, it was asked, was there to prevent the 
etherealization of the substance of which the body was 
composed, and the individual becoming possessed of a body 
still substantial and capable of being acted upon though 
invisible now to the eye and intangible to the touch ? It 
might be said, that that was only a supposition, but they 
might query whether the eyes, though wonderfully and 
marvellously made, were so perfect as to enable them to 
recognise all that existed from the most subtle to the most 
dense : from the most rapid vibration of the atmosphere to 
the slowest; exactly as the microscope revealed worlds of life 
hitherto unknown and the telescope brought to their ken the 
scenes of the heavens, in like manner was it possible for 
there to be conditions in the universe wherein might exist 
beings superior to them in the excellency of consciousness, 
intelligence, will and feeling, which could only be dimly 
forecast and faintly felt at the present moment

“Death," it might be further affirmed, “was a stern 
reality, and was simply the absence of life, the latter being 
the result of chemical action and the fortuitous combination 
of atoms; that action, thought, feeling, hope, love, &c., 
originated in matter, and therefore cease with the death of the 
body. That being so, man was a creature of circumstances, 
and was destroyed when the circumstance of death destroyed 
his body.” Such might be a prettv theory; but it was not 
true, for the reason that the brain did not, as was supposed, 
secrete thought sb the liver secreted bile. They had never 
measured a feeling, nor had they been able to dissect thought; 
and the most potent factors of experience were will, love, or 
hate. Was it true that life was the result of chemical com
binations ? If they said organisms were the result of life 
energies, they would be nearer the mark, for chemical affinity 
could not exert its influence in the physical body, only so far 
as it was permitted by the life potency. If the body ceased 
to be a living organism, then chemical affinity had sway, and 
the result was disintegration. Chemical affinity, being a 
property of matter, would not account for life, or con
sciousness or conscience. Love, intelligence, volition, feeling, 
Ac., were recognised because they , were manifest. Such was 
{the case with electricity. When they became acquainted 
with the facts of Spiritualism, they were compelled to. 

acknowledge the presence outside themselves of a con
sciousness producing phenomena. As questions were 
responded to intelligently, they came to the conclusion that 
those manifesting must be intelligent individuals like 
themselves, who felt it incumbent upon them, having realized 
an immortality, to come forward to encourage and bless 
earth’s sons and daughters. The orthodox heaven was not 
their heaven. They did not believe in eternal flattery. 
What was meant by identity was character, and man would 
take up the thread of consciousness in an after life, exactly 
where death caused him to drop it The individual, after 
physical death, stood forth in spirit life a spiritual organism, 
and in every way began to see more deeply than he had 
done. According to the motives and conditions of life on 
the earth, would the individual find himself spiritually con
ditioned. At death the spirit-man entered at once a world 
as real and as tangible as this. The departed became 
ministering angels, and went forth to minister to the “ spirits 
in prison."

This they held to be the Science of a Future Life, and life 
beyond the grave was a continuation of the process of 
unfoldment, of increase of knowledge, and the growth in 
poorer. As they realized that, they would look upon death as 
the turn-key {who freed mortals from their prison of clay, and 
would*  be prepared whenhe name to enter the glorious life of 
the Spirit, there to rejoice in the freedom and fulness of life, 
and the realization of the dreams and ideals of earth in 
fellowship with angels, and in at-one-ment (or in perfect 
harmony) with the will and wisdom of G<?d.

“Has Man a Soul?”
This subject was dealt with by the guides of Mr. Wallis 

in the evening./ It vrats: said/there were various views 
entertained with respect to this question of the soul. For 
the sake of the argument it was claimed that the position of 
the Spiritualist was proved. In the first place, then, it was 
generally admitted that man. was the grandest, most perfect, 
and most complex organism, belonging to the animal king
dom,-rhe ww the highest product of nature. Nature was 
that order of*  forces; laws,1 End substances, and their opera
tion and interaction, ■ which was ever apparent around us. 
Mind was the apex of the pyramid of operations on the part 
of nature. Man, they would Bay, was something more than 
an animal. The orthodox believer said man was a child of 
God, but it was not generally admitted that he was such, 
because it was one of the articles of their creed, that every 
child born of a woman came into the world with the curse of 
God upon him, and innately and totally depraved. That 
position would not do, for both the heart and conscience 
gave the lie to such a theological blasphemy, and considered 
it both degrading to man and dishonouring to God. The 
attributes of mind were altogether dissimilar to the attributes 
of matter. The attributes of matter were, generally speaking, 
length, breadth, thickness, weight, and colour. When they 
came to ask what mind was, they were compelled to go back 
to the central idea, and say that mind was cousciousneBs, 
sensation, volition, which were attributes of spirit Spirit 
must be superior to matter which war. recognised by it 
They might say they could not conceive of the existence of 
soul without recognising the existence of matter. The 
theological teaching was, that “ man possessed a Soul.” 
Was the physical body possessed of a soul ? Was that the 
real man ? Hardly, seeing that that body died. If it was 
not the physical body that posessed the bouI, their contention 
was that man had not a soul; but man is a sonl, and that 
was what they said in answer to the question under consider
ation. It might be said that they had been arguing for the 
soul; but man was a spiritual being, a spirituality, that 
acted by and through a psychical and physical organism, 
and was able to become, by observation, familiar with the 
phenomena around, to discover the principles which governed 
the world of matter; becoming acquainted through conscious
ness with the phenomena of the universe, and with laws that 
generally pervade, and so getting into harmony with the 
Divine Mind. Man was a spirit, being possessed of a soul 
(spirit body) and a material body, and these three constituted 
the only Trinity,—the representatives of the real Trinity 
which was eternal, the same yesterday, to-day and for ever. 
Spirit, Soul and Substance (or Spirit, Force and Matter) : 
these three constituted that eternal circle of existence of 
the universe, and Spirit was the active intelligent principle 
which permeated that substance which they called Matter. 
In conclusion the guides counselled those present to sever 
themselves from ignorance and superstition, and when they
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reached that perfect condition in prospective, they would 
be able to say they were at one with their Father in spirit 
and in truth.

At each of the nervices, Mr. Wallis rendered in his usual 
efficient manner choice recitations and solos, much to the 
satisfaction of the audiences that assembled.

THE SPIRIT-MESSENGER.
MARRIAGE, WAR, SPIRITUAL TRUTHS, HY

PERBOLICAL TEACHING.
A Control by u John Knox.”

Recorded by A. T. T. P., November 19th, 1885.
[A working man, in the unconscious trance, dictates these communications to a 

retired professional gentleman, who takes them down verbatim.]
The Sensitive, under control, said:—
The Age of Concrete is at hand, when men’s habitations 

shall be as naturally built and as firm as their fixed opinions; 
when religion shall have become practical, and united, loving 
humanity a fact. The world is wide enough and broad 
enough to bear the alterations of a coming age of thought. 
Years back, when superstitious reasoners called superstition 
with the name of reason, it was to honour superstition. 
Years ago when the first great blow was struck by the laity, 
when the working masses recognised in an united body the 
right of those, who were doing God’s work, to enter into the 
holy and natural state of marriage, I can remember the 
charges made against those who claimed their right to enter 
into these holy bonds; apart from the fact that they were 
the ordained ministers of God, charges of self-abasement; 
of principles abandoned; of pandering to physical appetites, 
were made. In vain they urged the teaching, that all secular 
pleasures; all earthly enjoyment, were not antagonistic to 
heavenly meditation or to religious thought They argued 
then that such teaching was doomed because of its non
general acceptance, and that a feeling existed amongst the 
common people that a man, living to God, had a right to live 
a natural life on earth; mingling with and sharing in its 
pleasures, and by their example leavening the conduct of 
other men, and that such belief, then gaining ground, had at 
its back the authority of the High Priest of Nazareth, who dis
tinctly stated that the man was not doing his duty to his God, 
who was not doing his duty to his neighbour, and that this 
forced exclusion of God’s ministers from the pleasures and the 
trials of secular life had narrowed their sympathy, shut up 
the channels of their affections, and had given them but one 
theme, which they were instructed it was their duty 
continually to dwell on ; namely, pure, simple, and undefiled 
orthodoxy. The priest, then urging nature’s claims, stated 
that which is to-day known as a scientific fact, that if an 
active mind is continually turning towards one particular 
thought, that if mind is always concentrated on one 
particular theme, that all tenderness and all sympathy 
towards all other matters die away.

Any opposition to any particular thought or theme 
is met with ferocious and barbarous opposition; which, 
alas! was too truly typified in the past history of their 
secluded church principles; and is typified in the close
ness and carefulness of their endeavour to keep within 
their own hands, and away from the common people’s 
observation, the authority with which they were clothed 
and armed, and from which they assumed the proud 
position of being teachers to their fellow-men, of that path
way which led towards God, of that religious thought which 
enabled man to realize his immortality. They considered 
then, that natural communion with the world would destroy 
the former fierce bearing of the ministers of God to all oppo
sition to orthodoxy, and produce amongst them the natural, 
human benevolence, which all hearts can claim. In this, 
modern thinkers can agree with them. One who has been 
here many times, has most beautifully described former 
religious despotism, as a vast system of gigantic egotism, 
which in its day was undoubtedly the highest and greatest 
curse of the humanitarian world.

To-day war is raging in Eastern Europe, and again the 
long-suffering East is encumbered with prostrate, mutilated 
humanity. It is a war of brothers; it is a war of one 
section of one people fighting against another. The in
justice and criminality of this fierce onslaught is fearlessly 
proclaimed by one, a veteran in a thousand political fights. 
He, like all other men, is subject to error, yet when he is 
called before his God, when his earth task is finished, there | 

shall be found a good and practical record of noble efforts to 
his credit

I am not one who would advise peace at any price; for 
sometimes war is a dreadful necessity, and in all cases of 
invasion a sacred duty. You have been in a land which has 
been the theatre on whose stage has been fought, the most 
fearful battles, and some of your country’s commanders have 
left to fame the records of the most noble traits which could 

, be found in the character of humanity. There are, however, 
‘ some wars completely unjustifiable, and which no amount of 
I reasoning can ever prove to be reasonable wars. Killing 
' opponents is not a patriotic duty, but an absolute crime. 
Let the soldier fearlessly and unhesitatingly do his best, if 
the cause for which he fights is the unity of his native 
country, if it be threatened, or if his country be insulted; if 
the cause be a just one, then fearless courage becomes a duty. 
If some portion of the wide and vast family of humanity 
is oppressed; if happiness be denied to them; if misery, 
destitution, and hopelessness prevail, then may the bendiction 
of God’s servants strengthen the arms of God’s soldiers 
and patriots; he is then defending the sacred rights of man, 
and if he falls, he falls doing his duty, and rests in a patriot 
martyr’s grave; hence the blessing of God has rested with 
those who were pressing forward to make one section of 
humanity free, and break for ever the fetters of slavery.

A great political leader tells all classes, for whom he has 
legislated for a half century, that this struggle between 
Servian and Bulgarian is an iniquitous one ; a war of plunder 
and oppression; and that the blood shed and liberty re
strained shall not call to heaven in vain. The victims in 
this struggle may not be their accusers in earth life, and yet 
again they may; but your spiritual faith realizes that the 
meeting will surely take place beyond the grave, and at that 
meeting the charge of having made yourselves unwilling 
instruments of crime will have to be met and answered.

Dear Recorder, the grandest portion of Spiritual teaching is 
that to which your guides so steadfastly adhere; that is, 
individual responsibility ; from this position of the responsi
bility of self they cannot be drawn by any subtle argument, 
whether used by the minister of God or by the soldier of 
fame, who claims the right to unyielding and uninquiring 
obedience from those who compose the rank and file.

It is as possible to commit suicide of the soul as to inflict 
death on the body; for it will always remain an eternal 
truth, that every man in the hereafter must answer, because 
he alone is responsible and must answer for his own deeds. 
This at the first glance might seem to be introducing a - 
disintegrating principle into an army; but the day is fast 
approaching when the burdens of martial slavery shall cease; 
when the tyranny of martial acquiescence on the part of the 
soldier shall never again brutalize him; for it is an undeniable 
truth, and will soon find universal acceptance, namely, that 
the conscience of the soldier is the very foundation of the 
liberty of the people. Much has been written respecting 
the glory of war, and much will be written to retard the fast
approaching wave of thought respecting the all-potent effect 
of arbitration. The sun beaming on gleaming, glittering 
arms, the excitement of a fearless charge, the poetic descrip
tion of the fearless impetuosity of a good soldier, are but as so 
many shadows to hide the grim reality of war from the gaze 
of men.

Who are those who are throwing those shadows which 
hide the horrors of war ? They are men of position and 
of birth ; men whose lives pass current as God-fearing and 
upright, social members of humanity; men who would un
hesitatingly condemn the blasphemous, and who would 
punish the perpetrator of a sensual picture; who would even 
condemn as irreligious and blasphemous the ridicule so 
potent to upset the pretensions of doctrine; yet these same 
men of unblemished worldly reputation are always ready to 
enter on panegyrics or war, and would have the common 
people believe that it is a pastime and a delight; whilst I 
am bold enough to declare war as a sin and crime. Whilst 
in the form my life’s history, handed down to you, will 
assure you that boldness was a characteristic of my indi
viduality. I say, that these men, who half vail the 
horrors and sometimes the crime of war, are liable to a 
charge—a grave, primal charge—which they will have to 
meet when they pass from time into eternity. The most just 
cause of war, at the most, only makes that war deplorable, 
and releases it from any culpability; but it does not cease to 
make it deplorable. War is a humanitarian disease, which 
attacks the passions of humanity; a contagion which em
braces nations as its victims, and its immediate future cure
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is national arbitration ; and even national arbitration shall be 
relieved of hard and arduous labour in that day, when the 
duty demanded by God from our neighbours shall be acted 
on. Bitterness and animosity never did its human possessor 
one fraction of good, either in this life on earth or in that 
eternal one prepared by God for all men.

For years your guides have been working; for years you 
have been at work with and for them. Everyone who works 
should have a purpose at heart, to the fulfilment of which 
he faithfully devotes the whole of his soul energy. In this 
important crisis on this earth, I feel impelled freely to describe 
in my own words the purpose to which you are devoted, and 
the work that your guides are commissioned by the living 
God to perform. It is to go and teach, by the readiest 
means, that a brotherly spirit should prevail; that the whole 
family of humanity should be united; to tell them that Nature 
is put before them by you to be their teacher : that God’s 
law acts correctly and systematically, and may be to them a 
well-considered object of study and example; that there are 
two powers which govern alike a nation and an individual: 
these are the doctrine of retaliation and the doctrine of 
forgiveness.

The received orthodox doctrine would give an im
mortality of suffering to wrong-doers, but the doctrine of 
forgiveness proves that wrong-doing is destroyed when earth 
life is done, and that forgiveness then begins, until expiation 
has destroyed all that would prevent the soul from getting 
nearer to its God. Teach that the duty to God is the 
same, and that it opposes not in the slightest degree, but 
runs in conjunction with, the duty of man to man. Teach to 
all that they are independent beings, and that “ I, the Great 
I Am,” iB not isolated from them, is not only with them under 
peculiar and abnormal circumstances of earthly existence, but 
that He is the donor of every joy they have experienced, and 
that He has sworn by His power to heal every sorrow which 
they have suffered. Teach them that He is their Father in 
their painful trials, and teach them also that He is by 
their side in their pleasures of life; that whatever the 
doctrine or faith imputes to Him a harsh, unkind, or eruel 
character, do you, my ministers, assisted by my power, deny 
it. For God has said: “ I would not rule my own with fear. 
The family of humanity is mine, through my claim to their 
gratitude. All their capacity to enjoy earth-life is my gift. 
When they are realizing all the pleasures which Bpring from 
the exercise of their senses; when their words are sparkling 
with wit; when their philosophical assertions are the wonder 
of their hearers ; when literature is used as a lever to carry 
thought into the humblest homes,—I, their Father-God, 
feel honoured by the exercise of these gifts, which they have 
received at my hands." Therefore, let those to whom I send 
know that to deprecate or deny to self the pleasures of life, 
is not to honour Him, Who has been the Giver of those good 
and great gifts; Who has been the Master of this great feast, 
of this power of revelling in the prepared pleasures from His 
hands. He or they, who dissociate from humanitarian 
duty the pleasures which God has prepared in the creation 
of the earth, are not preaching or teaching either a reasonable 
or a truthful doctrine. This is the work, dear Recorder, of 
your surroundings.

I must now refer to the conversation which took place in 
the short interval which you required for refreshment; 
namely, as to the power which lies in hyperbolical teaching, 
to warp the judgment and to mislead the opinions of men. 
Orthodox thinkers point to many passages in the newer 
revelation, which are directly opposed to this alleged com
mand of God, given to your surroundings by the will of our 
common Father in heaven. You being a reader know, that 
my fault on earth was my adoption of those revealed 
passages in all their stringency ; my taking them literally, 
following strictly the letter of the word, and consequently 
I was led into the greatest extravagancies of thought and 
teaching. That is a very candid admission on my part; 
yet, in the strictest sense, in accordance with the truth. But 
now I know that no individual has the right to accept 
unquestionably any alleged Spiritual statement as literally 
true: for many of those, who belonged to the far past ages, 
come back to earth, and for causes which seem consistent 
and good to themselves, indulge in hyperbolical teaching; 
and the effect on some natures may be described as a closing 
of the eyes to the realities with which primal individuality 
is clothed, and shutting out in some measure the soul from 
the majesty of God’s creation: helping to destroy those 
progressive, humanitarian energies to which your surround
ings are so continually appealing.

Your surroundings have proved that they are in the 
position of producing a perfect reflex of society as it exists 
to-day. They can touch unerringly on the human hopes 
and aims of the men of to-day; they can enter into their 
practical lives, exercising such a powerful personal influence 
for strictly practical secular purposes, that the student of 
hyperbolical teaching cannot realize, cannot grasp, but the 
reverse. Take the practical and persistent student, and ask him 
to wade through the mystical or hyperbolical writings and 
teachings, as recorded by fervent believers in their Spiritual 
work, and what is the inevitable consequence ? A feeling of 
weariness is the reward of their patient attempts, and the 
personally practical mind is bound to admit that the enigmas 
are so carefully drawn, the symbolism so deep, the mysticism 
so great, that from the beginning to the end of the study the 
personally practical mind ends with saying : “ My soul has 
been in amazement, so profound in its nature, that there 
seems neither entrance nor exit, and vice versa."

God is honoured by every form of thought Thought is 
the evidence of Soul, however it may be clothed by Will, 
and whatever strange form it may take; and provided that 
the soul walks reverently before God and before men, he 
shall find himself honoured amongst the angels, who claim 
with me the same Father, the same Creator, the same God. 
May the blessing of peace of mind rest with you and on 
you: May the God of Mercy declare his will to you, and 
consecrate your work so that it may penetrate the souls 
of those who read my words, and that through you they 
may become a blessing to every home.

May God bless you! John Knox bids you Good 
Morning!

It is necessary to give some explanation as to the conversation to which 
the latter part of this Control refers. A day or two previous to this 
Control, I had been having a long discussion with a dear friend, whose 
Spiritualistic platform is so much higher than my own, that it is to me 
incomprehensible. During the conversation some theory was started 
which was beyond me, and sounded so strange, I asked from whence he 
got those ideas ; when I was told by him that for many years he had 
been a student of Swedenborg’s works. In the conversation referred 
to in the present Control, I asked where my friend had got certain 
notions, and was told at once, from Emanuel Swedenborg. I may also 
state that in the conversation with my friend, I mentioned that “ John 
Knox *'  had told me on a former Control, that he and “ Thomas Paine ” 
had taken charge of me from birth ; and asked for his opinion on the 
subject, what it meant, and got from him hie views. In the present 
Control, I asked what had attracted him, “ John Knox,” to me, and I 
was told: “ Your conversation with your friend on the previous Sunday, 
and your mention of me.” The conversation with the Control was 
long and most interesting, but as I do not want to provoke discussion 
on many points whioh would not be received by the bulk of your 
readers, I shall leave them alone for the present; although I have very 
little doubt that I shall before long hear more of them in a more 
matured form. One thing is dear to my mind, that neither the 
mystical nor the matter-of-fact minds on earth, lose their peculiar indi
vidualities in the spirit world all at once.

ANCIENT MEXICO.
CIVILIZATION AND MORAL STATUS: COM

PARISONS BETWEEN THE CONQUERED 
AND CONQUERORS.

(Continued from page 759.)
Speaking of their manufactures and commerce, one writer 

says : “ The circumstance of the Mexicans having an exten
sive internal commerce among themselves, presents their 
state of civilization in a strong light” Professor J. W. 
Draper, than whom it is impossible to find a more painstak
ing and conscientious investigator, gives, in his inimitable 
style, the result of his researches, and I can do no better than 
quote in extenso : “ They practised,” says he, “ with no in
considerable skill the more delicate mechanical arts, such a» 
jeweller and enameller. From the aloe they obtained pins 
and needles, thread, cord, paper, food, and an intoxicating 
drink. They made earthenware, knew how to lacquer wood, 
employed cochineal as a scarlet dye. They were skilled 
Weavers of fine cloth, and excelled in the production of 
feather-work, their gorgeous humming-birds furnishing 
materials for that purpose. In metallurgy they were behind 
the old world, not having the use of iron ; but, as the old 
world had formerly done, they employed bronze in its stead. 
They knew how to move immense masses of rock; their 
great calendar stone of porphyry, weighed more than fifty 
tons, and was brought a distance of many miles. Their trade 
was carried on, not in shops, but by markets or fairs, held on 
the fifth day. They employed a currency of gold dust, 
pieces of tin and bags of cocoa. The women did not work 
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abroad, but occupied themselves in spinning, embroidering, 
feather-work, music. Ablution was resorted to both before 
and after meals; perfumes were used at the toilet The 
Mexicans gave to Europe, tobacco, snuff, the turkey, 
chocolate, cochineal. Like us, they had in their entertain
ments solid dishes, with suitable condiments, gravies, sauces 
and deserts of pastries, confections, fruits, both fresh and 
preserved. They had chafing dishes of silver or gold. 
Like us, they knew the use of intoxicating drinks; like us, 
they not unfrequently took them to excess; like us, they 
heightened their festivities with dancing and music. They 
had theatrical and pantomimic shows. At Tezcuco, there 
was a council of music, which, moreover, exercised a censor
ship on philosophical works, as well as those of astronomy 
and history.” The learned Professor might also have added, 
that, like us, the “ Social Evil ” was licented.

Their trades were divided into Guilds, and the merchants 
reminded Sahagun of the “ Merchant Princes of an Italian 
republic.” Clavigero says their cotton cloths were as fine 
as the linen of Holland; that they wove them with various- 
coloured pictures, and by intermixing feathers, made a 
serviceable carpet; and from the maguey they made a strong 
hempen cloth, and a fine one, like linen. They also inter
wove the delicate hair of rabbits with the cotton, and 
embroidered it with birds and flowers. Count Carli, speaking 
of this feather-work, says: “Never did I behold anything 
so exquisite for brilliaucv and nice gradation of colour, and 
for beauty of design. iJo European artist could have made 
such a thing."

They manufactured silk from the thread of a caterpillar, 
indigenous to their soil, and Humboldt has collected many 
interesting facts in regard to it, but, for political causes, the 
rearing of the worm was prohibited after the conquest 
From obsidian they made mirrors, knives, lancets, Ac., and 
their culinary utensils and agricultural implements from an 
alloy of tin and copper. They could harden this alloy, for 
Herrera says, “ it cuts like steel.” With tools made of it 
they cut any metal, and by the use of a siliceous dust, “ even 
basalt, porphyry, amethysts, and emeralds.” They had both 
mineral and vegetable paints and dyes, and their cups and 
vases of lacquered wood were impervious to water. “ Some 
of their silver vases were so large, that a man could not 
encircle them with his arms. They imitated very nicely the 
figures of animals, and, what was extraordinary, could mix 
the metals in such a manner, that the feathers of a bird, or 
the scales of a fish, should be alternately of gold or silver. 
The Spanish goldsmiths admitted their superiority.” Hum
boldt had in his collection “ a well-cast brass bell dug from 
one of their graves,” and I have seen several specimens that 
would do credit to any of our bell-founders.

They understood surveying, as Cortez says that a map of 
the city of Mexico, was prepared expressly for him by order 
of Montezuma, which .was perfectly correct in every respect, 
and equal to any he had ever seen; and Martyr describes 
the “ great map of the city of Tenustitan, containing all its 
temples, bridges and lakes.” Humboldt says that, though 
not deemed very civilized, “ yet they executed drawings, the 
just proportions of which have been admired by English 
navigators.”

In regard to their painting, we learn from Cortez that while 
he was interviewing one of the nobles, he noticed an attend
ant busy with a brush, and on looking at the work, “ found 
that it is was a sketch on canvas of the Spaniards, their 
costumes, armB, and, in short, different objects of interest, 
giving to each its appropriate form and colour.” And in a 
letter to Charles V. he also states that Montezuma presented 
him with a hunting tube, which was so exquisitely painted 
with birds and flowers, that “language fails to describe their 
beauty of finish and accuracy.” Martyr, Camargo and 
Ovieda agree, that “ they peculiarly excelled in pottery, which 
was considered as equal to the best in Europe,” and Acosta 
mentions approvingly some of their work of basso-relievo in 
stone.

As the Mexicans are admitted to have been a religious 
people, their customs were, of necessity, interwoven with their 
religion, of which we have the counterpart in the Mother 
Christian Church—the Roman Catholic. But the basis of 
their civilization rested, as all true civilizations should, 
on the relations of the sexes, and enough evidence has been 
preserved to enable us to form a fair estimate of their 
character, which, I think, will compare favourably with the 
average Christian of the present day. I have already shown 
that the marriage tie was considered so sacred, that a special 
tribunal was instituted to determine all matters relating to it, 

and all the early writers agree that the Mexican women 
were treated with consideration, “ partook equally with the 
men in social festivities and entertainments,” and that “ when 
she had come to a mature age, the maiden was treated by 
her parents with a tenderness from which all reserve seemed 
banished.” She was taught to preserve “ simplicity iu her 
manners and conversation, neatness in her attire, with strict 
attention to personal cleanliness, and modesty was inculcated 
as the greatest ornament of a woman.” Compare the above 
with the Spanish customs of even the present day. Who 
ever saw a Spanish girl of even ten years of age, walking in 
the street, unaccompanied by her servant ?

Cousins were allowed to marry, but none of a nearer degree, 
showing that they were acquainted with the law of heredity. 
As a man could marry his deceased wife’s sister, they had 
attained a state of civilization which our English cousins are 
vainly striving after. Sahagun (a monk) says that polygamy 
was not practised, and gives in detail the advice of a father 
to a son, about to marry, in which the one wife principle is 
plainly laid down.

They are accused of being intemperate, but, “ intemper
ance, which was the burthen of their religious homilies, was 
visited with severe penalties,” and Zurita, who lived among 
them nineteen years, “ bears testimony, that those Spaniards 
who thought they were addicted to it, greaty erred.”

They had several kinds of slaves : prisoners of war, public 
debtors, and persons who, from extreme poverty, sold them
selves. But the contract of sale, in order to be binding, had 
to be executed “ in the presence of at least four persons, and 
the services to be exacted were limited with great precision.” 
The slave was allowed to have hie own family, and hold 
property; his children were free. No one could be bom to 
slavery in Mexico, “ an honourable distinction not known in 
any civilized community where slavery has been sanctioned.”

Agriculture was encouraged, and “ there was scarcely a 
spot so rude, or a strip so inaccessible, as not to confess the 
power of cultivation” ; and Cortez tells us, “ there is not a 
hand’s breadth of land that is not cultivated.” Professor 
Draper, remarks: “ Their agriculture was superior to that of 
Europe; there was nothing in the old world to compare with 
their menageries and botanical gardens.” The description 
given of their haciendas, reminds one of a well-stocked and 
well-cared-for farm of one of our thrifty farmers—except 
they had no cattle.

Humboldt informs us that they made syrup and sugar from 
the maize stalks, and Cortez mentions that both these articles 
were sold in their markets.

One could go on indefinitely describing their products, but 
enough has been given to prove that they were as civilized sb 
their conquerors, and I have entered thus in detail to disprove 
the charge that they were barbarians, and at the same time 
to compare the civilizations of the two countries.

Cortez gives three reasons why they they were barbarians: 
“ They do not know the use of iron or milk, and have no 
written language like ours.” Yet their alloy of tin and 
copper would perform work that tried the best iron of Europe. 
The second charge is puerile, and needs no comment For 
the third, I refer to the signature of Cortez, in the third 
volume of Prescott, which, in order to prevent mistakes, is 
very properly labelled, “ This is the signature of Don Hernando 
Cortez.” No sane man would hesitate between that signature 
and the Mexican phonetics, a system we have engrafted on 
our civilization, and consider an art, and which enables 
thousands of people to earn an honourable livelihood.

It has often been queried how a handful of Spaniards could 
have conquered this populous and wealthy country, aud the 
fact is cited by Spanish historians as a “ direct interposition 
of God in their favour.” This might answer for the times 
in which it was written, but the intelligence of this nine
teenth century revolts at the idea. Yet, a Catholic arch
bishop, here, in enlightened America, only a few years ago, 
used these same words to prove the care his God has always 
had for the “ Church.” Archbishop Spaulding believed it; 
at least, so he says. He is entitled to his belief, but we want 
facts.

The Mexicans were surrounded by many uucivilized 
nations, who banded themselves with the invaders, one tribe, 
alone, furnished 100,000 warriors. Moreover, the Mexicans 
were second adventists, and, on the arrival of the Spauiards, 
supposed them to be Quetzalcoalt and his retinue. This is 
an indubitable fact, and is attested to by every writer—there 
is not a single exception. These, together with the use of 
horses and firearms and men clad in steel, all novelties to 
the Mexicans, performed the work> and if Qod #ny hand 
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in the business, I think he might have been better engaged. 
Whoever it was that did it, God or the Spaniard, the 
brutality is unquestioned, as the pages of history teem with 
recitals which vie in horror with anything recorded to have 
happened in any other part of the world. Two instances 
will serve to illustrate.

Describing one scene, the historian says : “ The struggle 
was short but desperate. Most of the Mexicans were put to 
the sword. Some were thrown headlong over the battle
ments, and others, letting themselves down the precipice, 
were killed on the borders of a stream that wound round its 
base, the waters of which were so polluted with blood, that 
the victors were unable to slake their thirst with them for a 
full hour.”

On another occasion a large number were lured into the 
Spanish camp, ostensibly to carry the baggage, but in reality 
to be murdered, so as to strike terror into the balance. After 
charging the chiefs with conspiracy, “ the fatal signal, the 
discharge of an arquebuse, was then given. In an instant 
every musket and cross-bow was levelled at the unfortunate 
Mexicans in the court-yard, and a frightful volley poured into 
them as they stood together like a herd of deer in the oentre. 
They made scarcely any resistance to the Spaniards, who 
followed up the discharge of their pieces by rushing on them 
with their swords; and as the unprotected bodies of the 
natives afforded no protection, they hewed them down with 
as much ease as the reaper mows down the ripe corn.” All 
were killed except a few who hid under the heaps of slain.

This was most certainly a war of extermination, and it 
had the sanction of the “ Church,” for “ there was a Domini
can friar who brought a quantity of pontifical bulls, offering 
indulgences to those who engaged in the war against the 
Infidel.” He drove a prosperous trade with his wares, and 
returned home “ well freighted, in exchange, with the more 
substantial treasures of Mexico”; and “ His Holiness, the 
Pope, who, it may be added, received at the same time from 
Cortez a substantial donation of gold and jewels, publicly 
testified by prayers and solemn processions, his gre at Bense 
of the services rendered to Christianity by the conquerors of 
Mexico, and generously requitted them by bulls, granting 
plenary absolution for their sins.” This gentleman is known 
in history as Alexander VI., the father of Ceesar and Lucretia 
Borgia.

These Bulls were a merchantable article, and the price 
fluctuated according to the needs of the Papal treasury. 
During the reign of Elizabeth, Capt. Thomas White, a 
Londoner, captured two Spanish ships, having on board 
two millions of Bulls. They had cost the Spanish king, 
whose private property they were, 300,000 florins, and 
were marked to sell at such prices as would have netted him 
a profit of 5,000,000 florins. The profits on such a tran
saction, leave the realm of commercial interest and enter 
that of highway robbery.

Wondrous tales are told of the exploits and providential 
escapes of the Spaniards, who are always engaged against 
from ten to one hundred times their number, the principal 
authority being one Cabeza de Vacca (Cow’s Head, why 
not Asse’s Head?). Prescott says, that “more than one 
grave historian refers the preservation of the Spaniards to 
the watchful care of their patron apostle, St. James, who in 
these dreadful conflicts was beheld careering on his milk- 
white steed (possibly like Lord Lovell in the old song) at 
the head of the Christian Squadrons, with his sword flashing 
lightning, while a lady, robed in white, supposed to be the 
Virgin, was distinctly seen by his Bide, throwing dust in the 
eyes of the Infidels. The fact is attested both by Spaniards 
and Mexicans,—'by the latter after their conversion to 
Christianity.”

This St. Jago, or James, made his first well-authenticated 
appearance at the battle of Clavijo, a.d. 844, and in honour 
of it, King Ramiro I. allowed the “ Church ” an extra annual 
tribute of corn and wine from every town. He was the 
patron of the Franciscans, and from the amount of tribute 
these gentlemen drew from conquered Mexico, I shrewdly 
suspect that, like Joe BagBtock, they were “ sly, devilish sly.”

It also seems to me very strange that the Virgin should 
take such an amount of exercise on a sultry day, in order to 
help to exterminate a race, simply because they did not 
recognise her son. She should have remembered that though 
sho carried him for nine months, suffered in his delivery, 
brought him up tenderly, and performed all t he offices of a 
good mother, yet he was guilty of the same offence, and 
steadfastly refused to recognise her or salute her as mother. 
Else the “ Good Book” does not record correctly^

Well, Mexico was conquered, “and the conqueror, as he 
strode among the smoking embers on the summit, calmly 
surveyed the scene of desolation below. The palaces, the 
temples, the busy marts of industry and trade, the glittering 
canals covered with their rich freights from the surrounding 
country, the royal pomp of groves and gardens, all the 
splendours of the Imperial City, the capital of the Western 
World, for ever gone, and in their place, a barren wilderness.”

I had made an extract of Spanish civilization, to be used 
as a comparison with the Mexican, but as it is mislaid, I will 
substitute Professor Draper's description of the condition of 
the English peasant, not many years before the conquest of 
Mexico. It will answer equally as well, to illustrate my 
point.

“ The peasant’s cabin,” says he, “ was made of reeds and 
sticks, plastered over with mud. His fire was chimneyless; 
often it was made of peat. In the objects and manner of 
his existence he was but a step above the industrious beaver, 
who was building his dam in the adjacent stream. There 
were highwaymen on the roads, pirates on the rivers, vermin 
in abundance in the clothing and beds. The common food 
was peas, vetches, fern roots and even the bark of trees. . . . 
Nor was the state of the townsman better than that of the 
rustic; his bed was a bag of straw, with a fair, round log 
for his pillow. If he were in easy circumstances, his clothing 
was of leather; if poor, a wisp of straw wrapped round 
his limbs, kept off the cold.”

As far as intelligence was concerned, the Spaniard possessed 
none, for it is a well-conceded fact that the intelligence of 
the Spanish Peninsula was centered in the Moors and Jews. 
The Spaniard wasted his time in disputing whether “pro
mises made to an Infidel were obligatory on a Christian.”

Although the art of printing was invented in 1440, it 
was thirty-four years before it was taken to Spain, and the 
first book ever printed in that country was on “ The Imma
culate conception of the Virgin.” At all their academic 
celebrations, the principal topics were praises to that lady; 
and as late as 1771, the University of Salamanca, being 
urged to teach physical science, refused, and this was its 
answer : “ Newton teaches nothing that would make a good 
logician or metaphysician, and Gassendi and Descartes do 
not agree so well with revealed truth as Aristotle does.”

At the time of the Mexican conquest, lawlessness was in 
full sway in Spain. “Every man's band seemed to be lifted 
against his neighbour. Property was plundered; persons 
were violated; the most holy sanctuaries profaned, and the 
numerous sanctuaries scattered throughout the country, 
instead of sheltering the weak, were converted into dens of 
robbers.”

The penalties for theft were literally written in blood. 
“The most petty larceny was punished with stripes, the loss 
of a member, or of life itself, and the law was administered 
with an unsparing rigour. Capital executions were con
ducted by shooting the criminals with arrows. The enact
ment relating to this provides, that ‘ the convict shall receive 
the sacrament like a Catholic Christian,’ and after that be 
executed as speedily as possible, in order that his soul may 
pass the more easily.”

Speaking of the execution of Alvaro de Luna, constable 
of Spain, the highest official under the crown, the historian 
says: “ As he ascended the scaffold, he surveyed the 
apparatus of death with composure, and calmly submitted 
himself to the stroke of the executioner, who, in the savage 
style of the executions of that day, plunged his knife into the 
throat of the victim, and deliberately severed his head from 
his body.”

The rich paid no taxes. The working man supplied every
thing, and the “ Church ” received her tithes. The Papal 
Bulls of indulgence were sold for 200 maravedis each, and 
in four years Castile alone spent four millions for these 
luxuries. As some doubted their efficacy, it was decided by 
a council that, “ as the holy father possessed plenary power 
of absolution of all offences committed upon earth, and as 
purgatory is situated upon the earth, it properly fell within his 
jurisdiction.” The credulous Spaniard swallowed this 
decision; kept on committing his crimes and buying his 
“ bulls,” and as both.parties to the transaction were satisfied, 
it is no business of mine to complain.

But I do object to these gentlemen making a history for 
Mexico, placing it under the especial protection of St. Jago 
and the Virgin, and insisting that the “ Great First Cause 
assisted them in murdering their fellow creatures. The 
present liberal government does not place much importance 
on these monkish stories, as, under the law, all the property 
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of the “ Church," which coat so many millions of lives, has 
been confiscated to the State, and, unfortunate to relate, 
neither Archbishop Spaulding's Deity, nor St. Jago, nor the 
Virgin herself, after all their trouble and exposure and 
throwing of dust, has been able to prevent it

I cannot close this already too long article better, than by 
quoting from a letter of Fanny Brigham Ward, published in 
the Spring field Republican, March 11, 1884. It will give 
the reader an insight into the true character of these 
divinely-protected gentlemen.

She says : “ The other day, in removing a portion of the 
old wall in this church, for the purpose of putting in side
lights, the workmen came upon several skeletons embedded 
in a standing position, each blackened skull showing a small 
round hole above the left eye. I have one of these skulls 
now on my desk before me, with a few of the slender bones 
belonging to it, this smallness indicating that the owner 
must have been a woman, or a very slight young man. The 
theory, gleaned from the ancient records of San Augustine 
(the name of the church she is writing about), is this: In 
the days of the Inquisition, one mode of punishment for 
certain offences against the Church, was to wall the victims 
up to the chin, and keep them as horrid examples, in fnll 
view of the congregation, till death by starvation was at 
hand. Then the torture was concluded by driving a small 
nail into the forehead, and the wall was closed up, hiding the 
crime, as it was supposed, for ever. Other things have been 
discovered within the walls of this same San Augustine, 
which do not tally well with the tale of the pious monks who 
tore up the pavements because a woman's feet had touched 
them. For example, when the great high altar was removed 
to make place for a Protestant pulpit, a square aperture, 
evidently prepared with care, was discovered piled to the 
brim with hundreds of tiny skeletons, ‘ infants’ bones not a 
span long,’ like those, old time orthodoxy used to describe as 
the accepted flooring material of hell. What crimes that 
mysterious vault concealed, by whom committed and why 
the evidences were hidden beneath the very holy of holies, 
iustead of being destroyed by fire or acids, none can tell, 
since both sinned against and sinners have been dead these 
many years. But the opinion is beginning to prevail in 
Zacatecas, that these early Frailies were rather jolly old 
fellows after all, despite the rigours which they exacted from 
the uninitiated." McArthur.

( To be continued.)

UTEBABY NOTIOE8.

WHisraaisos: Poems. London: Sampson Low. Cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.
It is an open secret that the author of this volume is Mr. E. A. 

Tietkens. whose beautiful singing has charmed many social gatherings 
of Spiritualists. His mediumship, which has been a recognised fact for 
tome time by those who have ‘‘eyes to see,” is boldly declared in one 
of the poems—the best—entitled “ Lines written near Cowper's Horae." 
The real fire of spiritual presence beams in this soul-stirring poem. It 
is an illustration of the true function of spirit-influence, which com
bining with the human mind exalts it above its usual plane of action 
into its more normal state. Only those who can experience the deep 
lasting joys, and that “ rapture " poetically expressed or silent, can 
enter into the feelings of the author. The spirit’s presence is realized, 
and the description of it is such as not a few can testify to in these 
days as fact, yet to many the elaborate ornamentation of poetic imagery. 
The address of the Spirit-Poet to his medium is expressive of that 
tender regard and care which only spiritual beings seem capable of 
exjwriencing, and which alone the spiritual ones of earth can permit 
angelic visitors to utter. It is a charming and cheering illustration of 
that form of spirit guidance, which those on the mental plane are often 
so richly endowed with.—the sweetest and most rapturous form of 
intel course that the denizens of earth can ever enjoy. Of a like 
character are the *•  Preface," a sonnet; the address “ To the Muses," 
and “ The Silent Vow,” in which the poet lays the purpose of his life 
and writing bare before the reader. This he does without reserve yet 
with fine delicacy of treatment; with apostolic fervour and with the 
unquenchable martyr spirit.

The other and more lengthy poems assume a less empassioned and 
more didactic character, in which the whole course of thought-change 
taking place at the present time, is wisely considered. No phase of 
active human aspiration passes unnoticed. AU the ills cry out for 
redress; all the reforms claim a hearing. Spiritual teaching, such as 
can only be attained through spirit communion, is frequently met with. 
“ Reincarnation ” is shown to be a mistake ; it being explained that 
man can return to earth in spirit, to unfold bv aiding others stiU in the 
body. Priestcraft comes in for much severe handling, which is almost 
painfully reiterated, but it is evidently a form of warfare that the 
author deems of unspeakable importance. He renounces the worship 
of Christ, and yet that term appears very frequently, evidently as indicat
ing a spiritual sphere for which he cannot find a better name, or a 
phase of human development capable of living the truth in honest 
purity. This may to some minds present a difficulty. “Priestcraft” 
and “ Christ" cling close together, and it is hard to dispense with the 
one while the other is retained. “ Christ ” is purely a theological term, 
the creation of priestcraft, and its ascendancy has always been indicative 

of priestly ruling. Spiritualism must provide itself with a nomenclature 
that will serve the ends of true spiritual expression, and then the 
difficulty the poet labours under will not be felt. In some respects 
these orthodox terms commend the work to the consideration of the 
Christian reader, who will find his sacred names with quite new mean
ings attached to them. Many points in mediumship are explained, 
which render it valuable in extending a knowledge of Spiritualism. 
Byron is generously yet critically handled, much after the manner of a 
control once given in these columns; and it will bo also remembered 
that mention was made of “ Byron ” manifesting at a sitting reported 
by Mr. Tietkens.

This volume is well printed on toned paper, handsomely bound and 
gilt-edged, and will serve well as a prize or present. Some very good 
readings for public meetings could be selected from it. To do ample 
justice to “ The Reverie,” “ Kenilworth” and “ Windermere,” would 
exceed the scope of this notice. When one sees such a wealth of 
inspiration, it excites the desire that it might find expression in a more 
diffused form than any volume can bo hoped to attain. When will 
such matter constitute the pabulum offered from our platforms’?

“ BEYOND THE KEN."
Will all those who subscribe and have subscribed for my new work 

kindly take this as an acknowledgment, and save me replying to 
each ? I hear from the Countess Adelma to-day that her Soup Kitchen 
is to be opened on January 7th. By next winter 1 trust that a nice 
little contribution to so excellent a work may be realized by the sale of 
“ Beyond the Ken,” as an assurance of the sympathy and appreciation 
of English Spiritualists. Gasoline Corner.

HEALING UNDER SPIRIT INFLUENCE.
On Tuesday evening, November 24, a very successful seance was held 

at the house of Mr. Marlow, Chilton Buildings, Ferryhill. Sirs. Marlow 
had been very unwell for some days, and when Mrs. Scott arrived was 
laid upon the sofa, suffering from severe pains and unable to walk, 
having entirely lost the use of her right leg. Thinking that the pain 
might be alleviated, Mrs. Scott commenced to pass her, and her efforts 
were rewarded with success. Mrs. Yarwood arrived about half-an-hour 
later, and on being requested to try and relieve the lady, she readily 
consented, and at once going under control began to pass Mrs. Marlow 
from head to foot, then to manipulate very vigorously on the leg. 
When any pressure was applied on the knee, the pain became so acute 
that it caused Mrs. Marlow to shriek, and to the surprise of those present 
she was put into a deep trance and remained in that condition until Mrs. 
Yarwood had finished the rubbing. On returning to consciousness, she 
satisfied the spirit operating through Mrs. Yarwood of the good received, 
by not only bending the leg, but also putting it on the floor. In a few 
minutes she expressed a desire to walk, and being assisted by Mrs. 
Yarwood went across the room and back again to the sofa.

At 8 o'clock a circle was formed, the whole of the members sitting 
round the table (with the exception of Mrs. Marlow, who remained on 
sofa near the fire), when the guides of Mr. Marlow took possession, and 
caused considerable mirth by their expressions. After this Mrs. Yarwood's 
guides offered up a beautiful invocation, asking for the outpouring of 
true spirituality, so that all present might realize its blessings. 
“ Valeena " next came, and gave some remarkable communications to the 
sitters. Then “Dr. Nixon" (an uncle of Mrs. Scott’s) gave advice as 
to the treatment of Mrs. Marlow. After this Mrs. Yarwood seemed 
compelled to leave her seat and go to the sofa. On placing her hand on 
the invalid’s shoulder, the latter’s father took possession, and thanked 
those present for the good his daughter hid received from their 
sympathy and presence. A spirit, who seemed to be labouring under 
some great trouble, took possession of Mre. Ruddock, and uttered the 
words, “ My heart is broken," and the medium fell heavily upon the 
floor. Rising slowly she went round to Mrs. Yarwood, and the latter 
placing one arm round the medium, and the other on her shoulder 
offered up a most soul-stirring prayer, making all realize that they 
were in the presence of the angel-world Mrs. Yarwood was next con
trolled by the husband of Mrs. Fothergill, and spoke words of con
solation that seemed to soothe the sorrow of the widow lady, and make 
her feel that although removed from her aide on earth he still tried to 
comfort and cheer her on her lonely path. Mrs. Scott and others were 
again controlled, but it is impossible to give the whole.

A spirit, through Mrs. Marlow, giving the name of “ Scotch Mary,” 
desired that the remarkable cure of her medium's leg should lie 
published.

The result of the seance, which was beyond description, was attributed 
to the beautiful harmony which prevailed, feeling that at such seances 
as this good must result. We were reluctantly compelled to close to 
catch the train, and hope for a similar meeting on Mrs. Yarwood's next 
visit.—Present: Mr. and Mrs. Marlow, Mrs. Fothergill, Mrs. Yarwood, 
Mrs. Ruddock, Mrs. Scott, Mr. G. Green, Mr. Smith.

Hoxtox Hkalino Circle : 69, Hoxton Street.—Those who have 
been under Mr. Armitage's treatment speak very favourably of it. I 
have been desired to ask you to give publicity to the following:—“ I 
have been a great Bufferer from paralysis for the last twelve months; 
causing great mental depression and dimnesB of sight. My life was a 
burden, and 1 never expected to have my health again. After a fort
night's treatment by the guides of Mr. Armitage, I can walk a distance 
with ease, and do my house-work. The mental depression and dimness 
of sight have gone, and I only thiuk it right to make this public, for 
the benefit of others, aud in gratitude to Mr. Armitage and ltis guides. 
—Mbs. M. Dicky, 128, Hoxton Street, N.”—C.D.V., Sec.

--------- *---------
OBITUARY.—MRS. ROBINSON, FAILSWORTH.

Passed away to the higher life, November 17, 1885, Sarah Maria, 
the beloved wife of Mr. John Robinson,of Failsworth, in the thirtieth 
year of her age. and was interred in the Unitarian Chapel, Dob Lane, 
Failsworth. Mrs. Robinson was a very good and honest medium, but 
being of a delicate constitution she was hot 60 well known in pubUo as 
in private circles. At the time of her passage she was singing, “ Shall 
we know each other there ? ”—J. Murray.
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICK OF THE MEDIUM IN 
GREAT BRITAIN.

One Copy, post free, weekly, 2d. j per annum, 8*.  8d.
Thirteen Copies, post free, 1*.  6<Z.
The same rates to all parts of Europe, the United 

nates and British North America, and all countries in 
\e Postal Union.

To India, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and 
learly all other countries, 10*.  IOcZ. per annum.

Volumes I. to NV., bound in cloth, 15*.  each.
Post Office Orders, Drafts on London, or Paper 

Currency, may be remitted in payment.
All remittances, orders for copies, and communications 

for the Editor, should be addressed to Mr. Jambb Burns, 
15, Southampton Row, London, W.C

The Medium is sold by all Newsvendors, and supplied 
by the wholesale trade generally.

Advertisements are inserted in the Medium at 6d. per 
line. A Series by Contract.

Legacies on behalf of the Cause should be left in the 
name of “ James Bums."

THE MEDIUM AND DAYBREAK.
LONDON, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1885.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.
“Busiris” has described himself as the Angel of Change, 

that periodically ministers to men as great innovations take 
root in human society. In reference to the parallels between 
the Control of “BuBiris” printed two weeks, ago and the 
Socialistic doctrines alluded to last week, a correspondent 
asks, “ Did ‘ Busiris ’ copy from the Socialists or were they 
inspired by him ? ” There is an inner spirit of progressive 
thought in these controls that indicate a remarkable origin, 
and that of “ John Knox ” this week is a prominent instance. 
His pointing out the principle of justice as superseding 
arbitration is grand teaching. The recognition of such 
doctrine in the affairs of men is the only criterion of true 
spiritual progress.

The Blackburn Lyceum is still interested in the discussion 
of “ Mediumship.” All Spiritualists should follow their 
example. That Blackbum Hall would make a splendid 
Institution. There could be something going on every night: 
a temperance night, an instructive lecture, and a good 
concert on the most popular evening. One of the most 
important things the spiritual teacher can attempt, is to guide 
the people in their recreative hours, and show them how to 
occupy their leisure time.

A.T.T.P.’s Tower—Concrete.—In commenting on these subject*,  
a correspondent makes reference to Mr. Tomlinson’s article a fortnight 
ago, and says:—That the Great Pyramid of Egypt was built as a 
sepulchre, is now a disputed point; but whether or not it contains 
many features in addition to the requirements of such a purpose, and 
which features still remain to instruct us, after the sepulchral evidences 
have disappeared, and even their existence at any time may be doubted. 
Your readers have only to refer to Mr. Oxley’s work on “ Egypt,” which 
appeared in these columns, to understand wiiat I mean. The vault in 
the basement of A.T.T.P.’s Tower in no way detracts from its instruc
tive merits in other respects, even if we pass by its claim as a monument 
to celebrate the Spiritual Movement, and the benevolent circumstances 
under which it was built. A*  a structure it has claims distinctively its 
own; without one word of comment it shows unmistakeably what can 
be done with concrete. This demonstration may contain the germs of 
advantages innumerable to be reaped in the future. The newspapers, 
a few weeks ago, reported a police case down at Greenwich or in that 
direction, in which the inspector objected to the stability of dwellings 
because they were built of concrete ! And the collective wisdom there 
represented did not seem equal to deal with the question according to 
its true merits. A.T.T.P.’s Tower is therefore an educational 
necessity, and may be the forerunner of a reform in the structure of 
our dwellings, which may have the most important bearings on health, 
safety from fire, economy, and other considerations. Men are made 
to “ build wiser than they know ” ; immediately relating to themselves, 
some personal end is held in view as a minor incentive on their part, 
thus lending themselves willing instrument*  for achieving purposes 
wholly without the range of their calculations. All mankind may thus 
act, whereby the seeming short-sighted ways of the world, are in effect 
made the means of carrying out eternal purposes.

Bcrslek; St. John's Coffee Room, Market Place.—On Sunday, Dec. 
6, two services will be given by Mr. J. T. $tandish, of Oldham, clair
voyant and (trance speaker, at 2.45 and 6.30. Collections towards 
expenses.

INSTITUTION WEEK FUND.
At the dose of another year of diligent and successful 

work, it is very consoling to find that some there be who are 
ready and willing to do their share towards the expenses 
incurred. These, I regret to say, place me in a worse position 
than I was a year ago. The aid received during the 
twelve months has been but slight, while the Institution Work 
has been varied, incessant and costly. There is the utmost 
danger in adding to the Liabilities, so that the security of 
the work depends absolutely on progress being made in the 
finances. Those who sustain this work, do more for the 
Cause than by any other kind of help they can offer. They 
are not paying my debts; they are not paying me ; but they 
are securing to the Movement a free Organ and a free 
Institution, which are the centre and circumference of the 
public exposition of our truths.

As hitherto, I give my time and labour without money 
and without price. I neglect every consideration that I 
may do all possible for the spiritual work. That is all I have 
to give ; but I regret that I am forced also to intrude on the 
personal rights of those near to me, who ought now to be 
doing something for themselves. Surely Spiritualists will 
strain a point to set aside the imputation that the burdens 
press far too heavily on one family. A very small amount 
from many would relieve and strengthen tho few.

To the friends of Societies, I may remark that we have 
done all possible to be of use to them during the year. Had 
any one a short time ago come forward with a pretentious 
proposal to do what has been silently accomplished, much 
money would have been subscribed on the bare promise; 
now that the thing is done, I hope it will not be ignored by 
those who have directly reaped the results of much labour 
and considerable expense.

Payment is expected from me during the next few days, 
of matters incurred during the year, and I shall anxiously 
await the kind assistance of the true friends of the Cause.

J. Burns.
Spiritual Institution, 15, Southampton Row, W.C., London.

Mrs. Lane ; “ Allow ine to express my hope that at the end of the week 
Jou may find it not a weak, but a very strong one,” £1.

. Pickering, 2s. 6d.; A little girl, 3d.; Miss E. Smith, Is.; Mr. A. 
Pickering, 6d.; C. Pickering, 3d.; B. Pickering, Gd.; T. Hall. 
6d.: “Hoping God will bless you in your work in the grandest 
Cause on earth.”

From one who fully sympathise*  with you in your difficulties, 10s. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas White, wishing every success to the Cause, 2s. 
Mr. John Burn, our mite with best wishes to you, 2s. Gd.

Mr. John Marten: In return for past kindnesses, 10s.
H., 6d.; B., 6d.; G., 6d.
Mr. Charles Delolme, 2s.; Mrs. E. Holt, 10s.; Mr. E. A. Tietkens, 

£1; Mrs. Tietkens, 10s. 6d.; Mrs. Charles Hippisley, 2s. Gd.; Mr. R. 
Wightman, 2s. Gd.; Mr. J. Bent, 2s. Gd.; Mr. W. Smith, 5s.

Mr. Towns’s Anniversary was quite a success on Tuesday evening. 
The amount of contribution was £1 9s. 6d.

Walworth : 88, Boyson Road.—The contribution on Sunday even
ing will be on behalf of Institution Week. Mr. Veitch will lecture, 
while Mr. Robson will exercise clairvoyance.

-------- ♦--------
Witchcraft Laws and Membebs of Parliament.—I was prompted a 

few days ago to write the Liberal Candidate for the Torquay Division, 
Mr. Lewis McIver, similar questions to those asked by llr. Aiderman 
T. P. llarkas, relative to the Laws bearing oil our Mediums, aud I am 
pleased to say by next morning’s post 1 had his reply, saying, he con
fessed that he did not know everything, or that the musty old 
Witchcraft laws were still in existence ; and that he entirely concurred 
with Mr. Joseph Cowen, and will also add liis support. I would add, 
I think now is the time for every true Spiritualist to put this question 
straight to their respective Candidates or the Members chosen by them, 
and thus we may be governed by Liws more in accord with the Truth 
we love.—W. T. Rossites.

Mabylebone.—We disagreed with our landlord at Nutford Hall 
because of “ Mesmerism ” being introduced as a subject by Mr. Mont
gomery, which he treated in a most instructive manner. We have now 
obtained very commodious rooms at Regent Hotel, 31, Marylebone 
Road, near to Baker Street Station, and commence on Sunday, 
December 6th, at 7 p.m., when Mr. Iver Macdonneil will give a lecture 
on “ Riche*. ” We hope to *<*«  a large audience. 1 have taken 
advantage of the suggestion to make the work known to the public, by 
putting an advertisement in the local papers, a thing never thought of 
before, and which at our last lecture brought up quite a crowd.—A. F. 
Tindall, A. Mus., Treasurer.

Sfennymoor: Central Hall, Nov. 29.—In the afternoon Mr. R. L. 
Fearbey lectured on “ The ascent of Man,” and gave every satisfaction. 
In the evening, his subject was “ The Child’s Religion,” wluch was 
also well treated, and illustrated with suitable allusions to Nature. Mr. 
Pickford presided, Mr. Lamb offered invocation*.  The hall was nearly 
full in the evening, and the beat attention wa*  given to Mr. Nearbey.— 
W. H. Cooper, Sec.

Middlesborough : Granville Rooms, Newport Road, Nov. 29.—Mr. 
J. Dunn discoursed on “ Who is God, aud where is his home ? ” chosen 
by the audience. The guides did ample justice to the subject, clearing 
away to the satisfaction of all, crude orthodox opinions reapediag Goa 
and his dwelling place.—R. Knbbshaw, Pre*.,  M.S.S.
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
“SPIRITUALISM ATTESTED BY SCIENCE.”
This will be the special title of our Christmas Number, to 

appear on December 18.
Aiderman Barkas's Article is in hand, and its deep and 

attractive interest far exceeds our most sanguine expectations. 
There is first an editorial sketch of his early life and intel
lectual work, after which comes an account of Mr. Barkas’s 
spiritual researches from his own pen. The paper concludes 
with a series of answers given by a writing medium, which 
shows that such communications may be of the highest 
intellectual order, and superior to the knowledge of any one 
present.

There will also be given Dr. A. R. Wallace's Essay on the 
Relations of Spiritualism to Science. It will form altogether 
a wonderfully fine exposition of Spiritualism, and should be 
placed in the hands of all intelligent people, especially those 
of a scientific and intellectual tendency.

We would like to see several thousand copies posted to 
leading minds in the North of England, and suggest a fund 
and Committee to carry the proposal into effect

Orders for the Alderman Barkas Number.
500, Newcastle Society. 50, Mrs. Maltby.
25, Mrs. Mellou. 8, Mrs. Ray.
50, West Hartlepool Soc. 100, Mr. J. Robertson (S. Shields). 
50, Mr. T. Patterson (N. Shields). 12, Mr. W. W. Parker. 
25, Mr. J. T. Rhodes (Edinburgh).

Something much more general and effective must be done, 
or a most unusual opportunity of extending a knowledge of 
Spiritualism in a favourable form will be lost. Private 
Spiritualists would do well to send copies as a seasonable gift 
to their circle of friends.

We would be glad to have the orders as complete as 
possible during the next few days, that the proper quantity 
of Portraits may be prepared.

CAVENDISH ROOMS SUNDAY MEETINGS.
51, Mortimer Street, Langham Place.

Mr. Burns will deliver an address on Sunday evening at 
7 o’clock, after which Mr. J. Hopcroft will give clairvoyant 
descriptions of Bpirit surroundings.

The Second Congregational Tea Meeting will he held on 
Sunday, December 20; tickets, Is. each.

The new hall, at 128, Hoxton Street, will be opened with a tea on 
Sunday, Dec. 13. Tea on tables at 5 o'clock.

“ Matter and Soul ” will be the subject of lecture by Professor 
Karl Pearson, M.A.Cantab., on Sunday at 4 o’clock, before the Sundav 
Lecture Society, St. George’s Hall, Langham place.

Leeds : Oriel Hall, Cookridge Street, will be opened on Sunday by 
Mrs. Groom at 10.30. Mr. and Mrs. Hepworth will take the afternoon 
service at 2.30. and in the evening at 6, Mrs. Groom will again take the 
platform.

Ma. F. Hepworth, Trance Medium. &c., Hopewell Terrace, 
Horsforth, via Leeds, desires his correspondents to observe the above as 
his present address, as delay has arisen because of communications 
having been addressed to his fotmer residence.

The Late Miss C. E. Wood.—Any information as to the last 
illness and decease, and what became of the effects of Miss Wood, 
would be gladly received by her father, Mr. Thomas Wood, 5, Rye Hill 
Cottages, Rye Hill, Newcastle-on-Tyue. We hope some Australian 
friend will be so kind as to write to him.

Messrs. Williams and Husk will give a seance for the benefit of Mr. J. 
G. Robson at the Spiritual Institution, 15, Southampton Row, on 
Friday evening, Dec. 18, at 8 o'clock. As last seance given by these 
mediums was inconveniently crowded, seats should be secured in 
advance. Mr. Rjbson acknowledges thankfully 3s. from Mr. E. W. 
Wallis.

We have had frequent applications from those desirous of becoming 
practically acquainted with Chiromancy, or reading the character from 
the hand. Recently a French gentlemin has come to London, who has 
made a special study of this and cognate matters bearing on the some
what occult indications of interior capabilities. He has had the per
sonal acquaintance of Desborralles and other eminent masters, and is 
willing to bestow his acquirements on students who may make applica
tion to him. Address—Adda-Nazi, care of Mrs. Swatridge, 88. For- 
tees Road, Kentish Town, London, N.W.

Blackburn ; New Water Street, November 29.—At 9.30., Lyceum ; 
conductor, Mr. John Pemberton. Present, forty-three males, thirty
eight females, ten officers, total ninety-one. In the afternoon Mr. Hugh 
Smith presided, and the guides of Mrs. Butterfield gave a good address 
on “ God’s recording angels." Mr. Smith again presided in the evening 
when there was a large attendance. By way of introduction a portion 
of scripture was read, relating to the temptation in the garden, and the 
fall of Adam; after which the controls of Mrs. Butterfield again 
discoursed on •“ The origin of Sin.”—W. M.

INSTITUTION WEEK AT CAVENDISH ROOMS
Sunday was a moat depressing day—rainy, gloomy, and 

relaxing—and a small audience attended at Cavendish 
Rooms.

Mr. Burns gave a comprehensive review of Spiritualism 
in its various aspects. Phenomenal Spiritualism as occurring 
at Rochester in the Fox family was of an external character, 
appealing to the senses, and without interior Spiritual illu
mination to interpret and direct; all mediumship of this class 
required to be associated with more interior Spiritual influence 
to put it to proper use. Institutional Spiritualism had its 
origin in the illumination of the mind with a Spiritual 
ecstacy, which enlarged the sympathies, till all Being- 
visible and invisible—was one united whole, with correlated 
interests.

These two phases indicated the relative work of spirits 
and mortals in the Cause. Unless man took a spiritual 
position in the work, and co-operated as a spiritual being in 
its proper establishment, there could be no stable or success
ful movement. And yet no one phase of the work should 
be lost sight of in favour of another. The phenomenal was 
scientific, and appealed to the senses; the intellectual was 
philosophical, and had reference to the mind of man, as a 
means of comprehending principles, as an embodiment of 
the philosophy of life. There was still a higher plane of 
Spiritualism—the Spiritual—which transformed the question 
from the condition of Philosophy to that of Religion. This 
was declared to be the most difficult transition of all, 
and yet without it all the others availed man nought in a 
spiritual sense. They might know all of the wonders of 
phenomena, and be firmly convinced from the testimony of 
facts that relatives, dead, could thus reappear again in 
their midst; they might intelligently comprehend the phi
losophy of immortal existence, with God as the Sovereign of 
Souls, and yet it would prove worthless in elevating man in 
the true sense. For all of these things might be prosecuted 
in the sordid spirit of self-satisfaction. A wonderful show 
of phenomenal miracles, or clairvoyant magical subtleties, is 
advertised, and there is an abundance of wealth and leisure 
to be obtained in support, but when something is announced 
that does not directly minister to the selfish requirements of 
the usual Spiritualists, then there is neither money nor 
attendance.

This self-seeking aspect of man's life was shown to ba the 
load which bound the spirit to the nether spheres, and de
manded sensual gratification and selfish ex ictions of many 
various kinds, leading men on to selfishness, cruelty, injustice, 
and all that is foul and demoralising. The step out of this 
state was far more difficult to take than to be convinced of 
phenomena, or to intelligently comprehend the philosophy. 
But to elevate Spiritualism into a Religion it was essential 
that thisaupward step should be taken, and the most difficult 
thing was to know how to make a move in the true direction. 
The Speaker was not a saint himself, and he did not know 
any : yet that fact of spiritual blemish and imperfection was 
the real cause of a ceaseless effort to attain to the religious 
plane, from which man gradually improves his spiritual states, 
and leaves behind him the hereditary ballast that weighs him 
down to the selfish, animal plane.

All could commence the work of reformatiom, however 
selfish, narrow-souled, or vile. Self-sacrifice was the only 
method : do something for the benefit of others, however 
troublesome, expensive, or uncongenial to Self. Only by 
this course could the Institutions of Spiritualism become 
safe, useful, and permanent The Institutional Work, which 
had given shape and useful direction to the Cause, had been 
heralded in by the sure and certain interior experience, that 
there was a glorious redemptive power in the heavens, 
extending aid to man; and through the ministering of a 
similar aid to others, man thereby availed himself of the 
Hidden Hand held out to help him if he in like man.ier 
helped others. Man forgot his selfish and vicious appetites 
by being absorbed in the spiritual needs of others, and 
though he might not make the progress he desired, yet if he 
tried sincerely he would make a good beginning, which 
eternity would not fail to lead to full accomplishment.

Looking back at the progress of the Cause, the Speaker 
expressed his conviction that meeting-holding was making 
no progress, unless associated with a religious basis, cultivat
ing the aspiration to work for the benefit of others. Fifteen 
years ago the meetings in that same room indicated as much 
progress as recently. If the fancy of the Spiritualists be 
tickled with some expected novelty, they will swarm front
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curiosity, or on some other account pertaining to self-require- 
ment; and often the appreciation of the novelty is dependent 
on bold advertisement, the inspiration derived from the 
egotistical application of printer’s ink. The novelty exhausted, 
the meetings relapse into indifference, and the working forces 
and auxiliary machinery are not augmented or improved. 
He, therefore, urged that certain definite steps should be 
taken to labour for the good of others, and for the useful 
education of the usual members of the congregation. A 
commendable step in this direction had been the periodical 
open meetings, which had been fairly successful. He would 
now suggest musical culture; not the mere listening to 
excellent vocalists that might be introduced from time to time, 
but the improvement of the vocalization of the audience 
generally, the practise of fresh hymns, the formation of a 
choir of part singers, and such a band of musical assistants 
as would provide pleasing entertainment at the usual services, 
and on special occasions. By these simple means the interest 
of many would be engrossed, and all would be greatly 
benefitted, and the meetings rendered more attractive. There 
should also be a weekly meeting for development in publio 
speaking; or, it might be well to combine the musical 
exercises with that department on the same evening. A 
competent teacher should be engaged and paid. For the 
extension of the Cause generally, the public should be in
duced to attend. In that thickly peopled neighbourhood 
there were no doubt a majority who belonged to no religious 
denomination. They did not desire to war against the exist
ing churches or any one else, but there were many who had 
no interest in the Church doctrines, but a number of whom 
would take delight in Spiritual teachings, and those ought 
to be reached. Notices of the meeting might be printed and 
zealously circulated. If an audience of 100 took ten hand
bills each, and offered them to ten friends or neighbours, in 
that way the meetings would be advertised in one week to 
1,000 new minds, and this kind of work might increase 
progressively, till bill-distributing did more for the Cause 
than could be accomplished in-doors.

For himself, he did not believe in a one man work. A 
mere lecture meeting, with no interest but to speak on the 
one hand and listen on the other, would never make a true 
movement. His sole effort amongst them had been to give 
an Institutional basis to the work, and he invited all to assist: 
otherwise he might find it more useful to spend his Sundays 
in the country, on his tours for other purposes. One lady 
worked most nobly amongst them, and with such an example 
it would not bo difficult to begin the work ou a more exten
sive scale.

Though the small audience gave most liberally, the collec
tion fell short of paying rent. A feeling of dissatisfaction 
appeared to prevail at the close, as if there had been a 
disintegration of an old form of thought previous to the 
introduction of a new one.

PROGRESS OF SPIRITUAL WORK.

ROCHDALE FIRST SOCIETY OF SPIRITUALISTS.
The above Society, formerly located at the Marble Works, han just 

opened their new premises in Baillie Street, under most favourable 
auspices. On Saturday there was a fruit banquet and entertainment 
held in the new room, at which about 3<K> persons were present. The 
proceedings were ably presided over by Mr. It. Harper, of Birmingham, 
and a programme of songs, readings, and recitations was gone through 
in a suitable manner, and the. Water Street Baptist String Band was in 
attendance.

On Sunday, the services in the afternoon and evening were presided 
over by Mr. Hugh Ashworth, and the platform was occupied by Mr. R. 
Harper, and Mrs. Green (Heywood), as speakers. The services were 
largely attended ; more especially in the evening, many strangers 
turned in, and the greatest interest seemed to be manifested in the 
proceedings. In the atternoon Mr. Harper in his address Baid, the 
book of Nature he looked upon as being the only reliable repertoire 
enabling one to stand invincible against Scepticism. Materialism, 
Atheism, and Agnosticism. It was impossible, even for the best 
thinkers of the schools to separate anything in the universe from the 
grand, unique Divine Personality.—Mrs. Green followed in a pleasing 
address on “ The Immortality of the Soul,” a subject which the guides 
termed one of the grandest features of the spiritual philosophy. The 
land beyond the grave was a real one, in which the loved and departed 
of earth were living, and across the imagined yawning chasm was a 
bridge along which the best of bright immortals were ever coming and 
going, bringing to the loved ones on earth messages of peace, love, and 
good will.

In the evening Mr. Harper’s remarks l>ore chiefly on the present 
a-pect of political affairs. Some said politics had nothing to do with 
religion, but he held they had to do with our everyday life, and we 
cannot get away, try as much as we liked, from the atmosphere of 
politics. He looked forward to the time when arbitration would take 
the place of large standing armies, and when some bold and firm step 
wouid be taken to prevent Parliament from being delayed in passing 

beneficial and greatly-needed reforms.—Mrs. Green then delivered an 
earnest and truly eloquen I address on “ Spiritual Gifts." The faculty 
of clairvoyance was explained. There was much said to-day about 
magnetism and magnetic healers, but few people took into consider
ation the purely spiritual qualifications that were involved in such gifts 
as those of healing. Much superstition has been entwined around 
this subject of healing, and much of it still remained, and it was the 
duty of Spiritualists to combat erroneous ideas and force superstition 
away from the minds of the people, and do all they could to teach men 
and women how to understand their own natures. By utilizing the 
spiritually inherent forces in our natures, saviours of humanity could thus 
be raised.

During the week, Mr. E. W. Wallis and Mr. Schutt have delivered 
lectures at the room. Mr. J. B. Tetlow has conducted a circle, and the 
opening services certainly augur well for the future of the Movement 
here.—W. N.

Nottingham : 64, East Lamartine Street, Nov. 29.—Mrs. Harvey’s 
guide, known on earth as Mrs. Lancaster, daughter of a clergyman, 
gave a brilliant address on “ Man, know thyself," which words in their 
oracular form have been treasured in histories ever since the days of 
Plato. The guide said: There is not a word ooming from your 
medium but what is my own language. I feel as though I were in my 
earth body, and can use it for my own purpose. The address ranged 
over vast realms of intellect. The study of the laws of the universe 
is a greater problem than the study of self, and yet this is the secret 
of all scientific knowledge. Modern Spiritualism is taking the lead, 
far beyond theological dogma, and gives evidence of seen and unseen 
realities. Modern thought is giving up much of its early training, to 
be wiser and better. The control was a beautiful exposition of scientific 
and demonstrative facts. What are the triumphs of secular power 
compared with the triumphs of intellect, yet these are inferior to the 
full blaze of glory of a spiritual life and power. What is the world’s 
but liberty and independence. And what is Spiritualism, with its 
cumulative faculty of all science and knowledge, but a death blow to 
Atheism and Agnosticism. Immortality is the crown and diadem of 
all true believers in the gospel ofa future life.—William Thos. Povse*.

Macclesfield : Paradise Street Free Church, Nov. 29.—Mrs. Groom 
spoke to large and appreciative audiences. She took for her subject in 
the afternoon, “ Why has man enshrouded God with mystery ? " and in 
the evening, “ Answer to those who consider Spiritualism of evil origin.” 
It is needless to say that these subjects were liandled in a masterly 
style, so much so that several churchmen and dissenters who came to 
them cringed under the blows which were dealt out. Afterwards she 
described a great many spirit friends, and also delineated very correctly 
the characters and past lives of several gentlemen who were present, 
one saying he never had had such a correct photograph of himself 
before.—S. Hayes.

Openshaw: Mechanics’ Institute, Pottery Lane, Nov.29.—Inthe morn
ing the guides of Mr. Boordman, one of our own members, took for their 
subject, “ Is there sufficient in Spiritualism to repay the trouble of a 
thorough investigation ?" contrasting and comparing it with other 
religions, which when weighed in the balance were found wanting. 
Spiritualism teaches that every word or deed, said or done, is registered 
in the memory, and that when the reckoning comes we shall reap the 
wheat or the tares we liave sown. In the evening the subject chosen 
by the audience for the guides of Mr. Johnson, was: “ Spiritualism, the 
necessity of the age.” Spiritualism had been a necessity in all ages, 
and had existed from the beginning of the world. The Bible was full 
of Spiritualistic manifestations, and if Christians do not believe them, 
they must caBt their Bible on one side. Spiritualism is a necessity of 
this age, in order to combat tho growing forces of Materialism and 
Agnosticism, and to shovel away the rubbish which has accumulated 
round the Truth, in all the various churches throughout the world. 
Two questions were afterwards put: " Was Jesus man or God '? ” and 
“ Does the blood of Jesus cleanse from all sin ? " The guides said Jesus 
was the Son of God just the same as the questioner was, and the 
Divine principle was inherent in the questioner just the same as it was 
in Jesus. If by “ the blood " was meant “ the life,” thon Jesus was a 
saviour, as was anyone who devoted his life to the uplifting and 
enlightenment of humanity. It was a thrilling discourse, and was 
listened to with rapt attention by the audience, who at the close could 
hardly refrain from expressing their approbation in a pronounced 
manner.—Omeoa.

Devoxport : 98, Fore Street, Nov. 29.—The controls of Miss Bond, 
dcired to devote the morning to answering questions relevant to Spiri
tualism. but the audience not being then prepared they stated they 
would do so next Sunday morning. They then discoursed for thirty 
minutes, showing that Spiritualism was a system of reform in all its 
branches, as religion should be, for religion was not worthy of the name 
unless humanity received material as well as spiritual benefit. At the 
afternoon circle some good phenomena were received, and a short ad
dress by the controls of Mr. Tozer, on “ The Man Jesus," after which 
a brother of the medium took control, and stated the proofs he 
ha<l given to him of an immortal existence previous to his becoming a 
Spiritualist, also that the near relatives of all who passed away were as 
anxious to give the truth to them also. In the evening Miss Bond’s 
controls took for their subject ’■ Prayer,” stating that the true meaning 
of the word was but little understood. They explained the spiritual 
meaning of the words given by the Nazarene, which explanation sur
passed any that had ever been heard of or read by those pr-sent, al
though there were several who had studied the subject well. They 
slicwsd that true prayer was not the mere utterance of words, but the 
communion or going forth of the soul to God.—Hox. Sec., D.F.S.S.

Walworth: 83, Boyson Road, Nov. 25.—We opened our weekly 
circle, a good company present. The evidence of spirit-identity, re
ceived through the medium. Mr. J. G. Robson, was very clear and satis
factory.— Nov. 29—Mr. Hopcroft’s guides gave a short address on 
“ Tho Divinity of Man," which wasfulloi good sound logic and spiritual 
teachings. After the address descriptions of spirit friends were given 
to several in the audience, all acknowledged to be correct. Anyone de
sirous of joining development cirles can be admitted on application to 
the Secretary,—J. Veitch.
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Nottingham : Morley Hall, Shakespeare Street, Nov. 29.— The 
evening meeting was well attended, and very harmonions. The subject 
selected by a member of the audience was John, i. Mrs. Barnes’ con
trols pointed out the evidence of the clairvoyant and impressional 
mediumship of John. The preparation of the way by the baptism of 
water. was emblematic, and signified the purification which was needed 
ere the descent of the spirit should come through the one whose ap
proach he heralded. The words especially dealt with were: “ Here
after ye shall see the heavens open, and shall see the angels ascending 
and descending upon the sons of men.” These words of Jesus were 
being fulfilled in the present day, as thousands could happily testify. 
The clairvoyant power of Jesus was pointed out in his telling Nathaniel 
of his being found under the fig-tree. The words of the latter: “Can 
any good come out of Nazareth ? ” was often applied to Spiritualism. 
No mail had ever honestly investigated its phenomena without being 
convinced of their truth, and its teachings would prove a blessing to the 
world. The address was delivered with great power and earnestness, 
and the controls stated their wish to be able to give full expression to 
their feelings, but they had to consider the instrument they used. A 
verse or two was sung to give a little rest to the medium, and then 
some very pleasant remarks were made relating to the control’s earth 
experience. People were afraid of spirits, it was said, but the control 
thought that the need for fear, if any, was in the opposite direction, 
as some of those who were in the body frequently presented sights, 
much more hideous than those who had left it. Some very hard “spirit 
rapping ” was wanted to knock the rocky consciences of some people. 
The control urged all to lead such lives that there should be nothing to 
repel the love of their spirit-friends. After some exceedingly appropriate 
remarks an infant was named, “ In the name of the Father, in the name 
of Love, in name of the Spirit." The evening was one of spiritual re
freshing, and was thoroughly appreciated. Our social tea gathering will 
lie held at the above room on Christmas dav; tickets 9d. each.— 
J. W. B.

South Shields: 19, Cambridge Street.—On Wednesday, Nov. 25, 
the first of a series of discourses was given to a large audience by the 
guides of Mrs. Yeeles. The subject, “ Born again,” was delivered in a 
practical and sympathetic manner. Hundreds of persons have been con
vinced of the reality of Modern Spiritualism, within the last few years, 
through the instrumentality of Mrs. Y., as a test medium, and we have 
no doubt that a similar result will accrue from the discourses to be given 
by her guides.—On Sunday morning, 29th, the platform was occupied by 
Mr. Jas. Wilkinson, and in the evening a discourse was given by the 
guides of Mr. E. Ornsbv, of North Shields.—Cob.

Hetton-lb-Hole: Miners’Old Hall, Nov. 29.—“The Dawn of the 
New Dispensation” was the subject of the trance address through Mr. 
John Livingstone. For over an hour an eloquent portrayal of future 
benefits and progress was presented to an attentive audience, who warm
ly applauded at the close.—J. H. Thompson, Sec.

West Habtlepool: Druids’ Hall, Tower Street, Nov. 29.—Our 
friend and co-worker, Mr. It. Kneeshaw, of Middlesborough, was with 
us, and in the afternoon suggested a circle, as there was a small aud
ience. Messrs. Kneeshaw, W estrop and Wardell took part, and it was 
a very enjoyable meeting. Air. Kneenhaw’s subject in the evening was 
“ Spiritualism superior to Dogma, Creed and Blind Belief.” The progress 
of the human mind was sketched, and then it was shown that spirit-com
munion was adapted to its present requirements. It had come to re
lease man from the mental slavery which had existed in the past, and 
sliake the shackles from the spirit. It dethroned the priest, and placed 
reason and knowledge in the ascendancy. Spirit power and influence 
are the agencies God has instituted whereby to enlighten his children, 
and without which the world would be a barren waste. To acknow
ledge the scripture records and deny Modern Spiritualism was illogical, 
for wliat was once possible must be so again. A good audience listened 
to an excellent discourse, indicating the progress made by Mr. Kneeshaw. 
—D. W. Ashman, 15, Cumberland Street, Stranton.

Haslingden.—On Sunday, Nov. 29, we opened our winter’s cam
paign at Regent Street Coffee Tavern, a splendid room for the purpose ; 
all seemed pleased with the warm and comfortable place. In the af ter
noon Mr. Newell, Oswaldtwistle, Bpoke on “ Spiritualism, what is it ? ” 
after which a few manifestations of spirit presence were given through 
Mrs. Newell, most of which were recognised. The evening subject 
was, “ Spiritualistic phenomena r. Scientific phenomena,” which was 
dealt with in an able manner. Sirs. Newell again gave some astound
ing manifestations. One was of particular importance, because the 
spirit was known by nearly all present; he left the body only about 
three weeks ago. There were a few of our Atheist friends present; 
what they thought of it does not matter as long as we appeared before 
them with “ facta” which are “stubborn things.” We have stricken 
the blow once again here, and we intend going on like tho Reformers 
of old. With the truth in our possession we fear no one, and we are 
determined to stand firm, whatever form of opposition may assail us.— 
J). Newell, 51, Rothwell’s Hope Buildings, Carrs.

Pendleton : Town Hall, Nov. 29.—Mr. E. W. Wallis spoke in the 
afternoon on two subjects, chosen by the audience : “ How do spirits 
control their mediums ? ” “The great Over-soul.” They were dealt 
with in a masterly and scientific manner. In the evening Mr. Wallis 
addressed a fair audience, subject, “ Is Spiritualism a religion ? " The 
guides asked what constitutes religion ? then analysing all the various 
forms of so-called religion, said creeds, dogmas, and formalities were not 
religion, for true religion dwelt in the heart of every man, teaching 
him to cultivate all that was noble, good, pure, and beautiful, and 
bringing it to practice every day, so that the world may be better for 
men having lived upon it. Spiritualism is not a religion, but the in
fluence of all that is good, and science is the outcome of spirit power 
over matter. Mr. Wallis sang a beautiful solo, which gave great 
satisfaction.—C.

Bishop Auckland: Temperance Hall, Gurney Villa, Nov. 29.—Mr. 
Houghton conducted the meeting. The guides of Mr. Corner gave a 
very effective invocation. The guides of Mr. Eales gave a lengthy 
and instructive address, which was well received by a fur audience. An 
attack of bronchitis prevented Mrs. M. A. Hall from being with us, but 
we expect her on Sunday next.—G. Williams.

Glasgow: 2, Carlton Place, Nov. 29.—Mrs. Wallis at both services 
gave forth thoughtful and expressive addresses. Our audiences were 
somewhat thinner than they have been for some weeks back, the dis
agreeable nature of the weather no doubt accounting for this. In the 
evening, at the close of a well-sustained lecture, entitled “ Sowing and 
Reaping.” she proceeded with tho description of spirit-friends amongst 
the audience, and again was markedly successful, the majority being 
recognised readily. There Beems to be quite a wave of this form of 
mediumship going through the country at present, as may be seen 
from a perusal of tho pages of the Medium. A few months since, and 
Mrs. Wallis, with that timidity that is the lot of mediums, would 
scarcely have ventured publicly to do this work, which is now one of 
the most important features of her very valuable mediumship. Next 
Sunday will be devoted to “ Questions and Answers,” Mrs. Wallisagain 
officiating.—J. R.

Huddersfield: Assembly Rooms, Brook Street, Nov. 29.—Mr. 
Poatlethwaite’s guides discoursed in the afternoon on two subjects, 
chosen by the audience. “ Modern Reform ” was the subject in the 
evening; all were handled in an able manner to very nice audiences. The 
medium was taken amongst tho people, when he was controlled to im
personate three spirits, which were at once recognised by their friends. 
J. W. Hemingway, Chapel Street, Moldgreen.

Plymouth: Notte Street, Nov. 29.—“In my Father’s house are 
many mansions,” was the subject chosen by the guides of Mrs. Tru
man in the morning, showing the positive proof of progression after 
transition. If there was not, one mansion would contain the good ahd 
one the evil. All were urged to work and gain the highest seat in that 
heavenly home.—At 3 p.m., members’ circle was very satisfactory. 
Messrs. Wotton and Bridgman both spoke, and the Latter gentleman’s 
guides favoured us with some music on the harmonium.—At 6.30, the 
hall overflowing, when the guides of Mr. James dwelt beautifully on 
“ Life versus death.” It proved to be a very scientific, discourse, showing 
that the laws of evolution are ever working from life to life, and not 
from life to death. Mrs. Truman gava us several clairvoyant descrip
tions, the majority being recognised.—J. W. Chapman, Sec., 8, Nelson 
Street.

Coventry: Edgwick, Foieshill, Nov. 29.—Our usual local medium, 
Mrs. Smith, was again suffering from an indisposition, which prevented 
her attending the meeting, but her place was ably filled bv Miss Lucy 
Carpenter, who is totally blind, and who is developing wonderfully. The 
controls were short and to the point, besides being very instructive. Two 
gentlemen afterwards addressed the meeting, inviting strangers to weigh 
the matter fairly before giving vent to any derogatory observations 
respecting what they had heard.—Cob.

Pabkoate : Pear Tree Road.—On Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, 
November 22, 23, and 24, Mr. l’ostlethwaite, of Rochdale, was with us, 
and we are glad to have made his acquaintance. The manner in 
which his guides spoke on Sunday, will long be remembered, both by 
the orthodox people and the Spiritualists present. We have engaged 
him for December 20, 21, and 22. I should like our friends to under
stand that Mr. Postlethwaite is not clairvoyant, but is a trance medium; 
he allows the surrounding spirits to take control, anil go to the per-ons to 
whom they are attached. On Sunday and Monday eight controls were 
given, all recognised; some by a brooch given to the party, others by a 
ring, and by the manner that the controls put the sensitive in, such as 
walking and coughing.—F. M.

Buknley : St. James's Hall, November 29.—The guides of Mr. 
Swindlehurst lectured on “ Echoes from the Grave ” and “ Samson the 
Lion-slayer and champion Fox-hunter ” Both lectures were well given, 
the latter subject being presented in a ridiculous light which showed 
the impracticability of such exploits in the present day.—The Rev. J. 
Kemp, a minister of this town, has been so kind as to charge us in his 
sermons with being the cause of insanity. With the advice of the 
committee, 1 have challenged him to prove the same. Last Sunday he 
gave a lecture on the “ Fruits of Spiritualism,” which we liave reported 
verbatim, and on Sunday, Mr. E. W. Wallis will give a lecture iu reply. 
—J. Bbunton, 12, Trinity Terrace.

Oldham: 176, Union Street, November 29.—Mr. Tetlow answered 
questions in the afternoon; one “The connecting link between Mind 
and Matter” was answered in grand style, other questions were 
answered satisfactorily. “ Psyehometry: its utility." was the evening 
subject, which after being well treated was followed by two psychometric 
readings, which were acknowledged to be correct. The audience was 
highly gratified, and tho room was crowded to excess as usual.— 
Jambs Mubbay, Sec., O. S. S., 7 Eden Street. Frank Hill.

Sowerby Bridge.—On Saturday, Nov. 28, we had a very successful 
entertainment in the Lyceum, in aid of the choir fund. Mr. Joseph 
Sutcliffe occupied the chair, and the following programme was gone 
through: Glee. “ Hail memory,” Choir; reading, “ An Irishman's 
letter,” Mr. E. W. Wallis; piano solo, Miss S. H. Gaukroger; song, 
“ Life is a river.” Mr. A. Ashton, encored, gave “ Every bullet has its 
billet”; song, Str. Wallis; piano solo, Mr. 11. Wadsworth, very credit
ably performed, and was recalled ; glee, “ The Gipsies,” concluded first 
part. Part second: Glee (comic), “ Call John,” which created roars of 
laughter. Mr. Wallis gave a recitation in admirable style, and also two 
songs, “ London Bridge,” and “Our Jack's come home to-day," which 
were sung with good effect. Song, •• Simeon Sly," Mrs. Robinson; 
comic song, “ When George the third w.is king," Mr. A. D. Wilson, 
which was creditably given. A dialogue, entitled “ Love versus 
Money,” was received with much laughter. The parts were ably sus
tained by Messrs. J. W. Collins, A. Sutcliffe, A. Ashton. H. Hey, A. 
Ackroyd and H. Wadsworth. The meeting concluded with a vote of 
thanks to the performers, including Mr. Wallis, who contributed much 
to the enjoyment of the evening. Mrs. H. Robinson and Miss S. H. 
Gaukroger efficiently performed the dutiesof pianists.—Nov. 29.—Mrs. 
Bailey, of Halifax, spoke in the afternoon to the members of the 
Lyceum, and gave several clairvoyant descriptions, the majority of which 
were recognised. In the evening she spoke to a large audience on 
“ The Teachings of Spiritualism,” and afterwards gave nine clairvoyant 
descriptions, about seven being recognised.—Cob.

CsoxroBD.—In reporting a successful meeting, it is intimated that 
mediums passing may correspond with the view of spending an evening 
with the friends. Address—Mb. W. Walker, High Peak, near Derby.
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Hitwood: Argyle Booms, Nov. 29.—Mrs. Taylor’s two services 
gave general satisfaction to appreciative audiences. At the close of her 
discourse on “ Spiritualism compared with Modern Christianity," she 
gave an impromptu poem, also a song in splendid style. She promised 
to be present at our New Year’s Entertainment.—Cob.

Exeter: The Mint. Nov. 29.—Mr. Hamlyn gave a trance address on 
“ The evening time of life on thia side, and its relation to the immortal 
ride of existence.” The conditions were extremely good, aDd the dis
course all that could be desired. At the close clairvoyant descriptions 
were given, all of which were recognised.—R. Shepherd, Hon. Sec.

227, Hoxton Street, Nov. 29.—Under control of “Joseph Lawrence " 
Mr. Webster discoursed on “ Spiritualism, destructive and constructive.” 
“ Zoud," in the circle, gave some clear clairvoyant descriptions. Next 
Sunday, an experience meeting—the last in this hall. On Dec. 18, we 
will open our new room at 128, Hoxton Street, with a tea, to which we 
cordially invite all friends.—T. Payne, Sec.. H.P.S.

Edinburgh.—The first of a course of Sabbath evening lectures, by 
U.P. ministers of Leith, took place on Sunday last at the Bonnington 
U.P. Church, in the suburbs of this city, on the subject of “ Man, his 
what, his whence, his whether,” by the Rev. J. S. Mill, who treated 
man as a compound being; and, after criticizing the apparent discrepan
cies of Science and the Bible, Evolution and Christianity, he said, tliat 
Death was not the end of man, but the gate to another life, of happi
ness or misery conditioned by his life and happiness in this; and what 
he wanted to impress upon his hearers was the fact that man was 
essentially in his nature an immortal being.—The Church, compara
tively new, is a cheerful building, and capable of holding about 800 
persons, and was well filled. The hymns and psalms used on this 
occasion were of a broad, liberal nature; and, taken altogether, the 
service was of a more advanced tone than usual. The rev. lecturer 
himself is a man of strong mental temperament, with good powers of 
intuition, and was listened to with rapt attention. At the close a 
quantity of Medium and Spiritual literature was distributed, but fell 
far short of the requirement of the occasion, as correspondent only had 
one day’s notice.—Cor.

Jersey.—A. B. was controlled on Thursday night by her guides. 
We had of late had some misgivings with regard to our having been 
unable to do anything in a public way recently. We were, however, 
reassured on that head by one of the guides who explained that we hail 
been doing infinitely more good by helping those who had passed over 
and were earth-bound. He further stated that if we were of assistance to 
our fellow-creatures out of the physical body it was equivalent to helping 
many times that number who are still on this side of life, and who have 
the physical means and instruments to make use of, if they wish to obtain 
spiritual truths.—On Sunday A. B. was taken by her guides into the 
Summer Land. It is indeed beyond human ken and description. Our 
other medium, Mr. H., has been controlled by a spirit who recognised 
that he has passed over, but is totally ignorant of spiritual matters. 
He is earth-bound and refuses to be set free until one of his old comrades 
can be found. He also complained of having to wander about minus a 
body. Spiritualists should be. of all people the most grateful, in that 
they can, by their knowledge of the truth, build and prepare for 
themselves while on earth a body for their use in the world of spirit, 
daily “ edifyiny ' themselves bv deeds of love and kindness.—Excelsior.

Mrs. Suarixotox.—D.-ar Mr. Burns.—The 10s. I sent to Mrs 
Sharington was not for two monograms, as stated in the Medium. I am 
sorry for Mrs. Sharington's sake that I had no answers at all to tuy oiler 
for her benefit. The 10s. was part of a present made to me by a gentle
man for whom I had done a monogram, therefore 1 said in my letter, 
you can put it in the Medium as Monogram, 10s.” I shall feel obliged 
to you if you will not insert my ofi’er any more in the Medium, fur I 
have never put a price on my monograms before, and do not suppose 
that I shall do so again, as it is not for every one that they can be done ; 
and when I sent mv offer I asked that my name might not be inserted, 
only the words, “ A private Medium.”—I am, yours sincerely, M. Shil
ton, Brentford, Dec. I.

Rochester, New York.—Sir. John Leroy sends us his experience at a 
spiritual seance, the mediums being “ Harry G. Van Aukenand Thomas 
Nuttall from England,” whose advertisement is enclosed. The former 
is spoken of as a loeal medium, and only the latter is “ from England.” 
We never heard of “Thomas Nuttall” as a Lancashire medium, 
though it is a good Lancashire name. Possibly some “ English 
medium ” has found it expedient to change his name, but without facts 
we make no insinuations. The usual dark seance phenomena with 
searchings of mediums, rope-tying and cabinet are reported. It is stated 
that Miss Amy Post was present, who assisted in protecting the Fox 
girls when their mediumship was exhibited in 1818. Thus on tho very- 
spot where spiritual phenomena were first publicly exhibited we have 
the same method in vogue, and which we unhesitatingly declare to 
have been the ruin of mediums, the degradation of the power and the 
disgrace of the Movement. Spiritualists do not seem to be a progressive 
people. With such wonderful powers, much more real progress might 
be made.

Progressive Tract Mission : November Report.—Taking the Mis
sion all round, we are working well. Here is a good and grand sign: 
A Minister of the Gospel came up to me the other evening, and stated 
that he was going to take charge of a church 80 miles away, giving me 
his new address, and wanted me to send him Progressive Tracts. Well, 
thank God for open minds everywhere. Book and Tract distributing 
is not all honey. We have often unkind words and offensive sayings 
spoken to us ; but let us work for our fellows, aud trust in Him who 
said: Lo, 1 am always with you, even unto tho end. Lord Byron 
wrote: “ A drop of ink upon a thought, produces that which makes 
thousands, perhaps millions, think.” Here is encouragement for all. A 
gentleman threw a tract aside, which he got from a poor man. The 
gentleman's son, after a time, read it, became converted, and in years 
was no other than the good Rev. Richard Baxter, and wrote in his time 
about 70 books, among which was “ A Call to the Unconverted,” which 
book was lead by Phillip Doddridge, who was so influenced by it, that 

he wrote “ The Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul." This book 
influenced William Wilberforce to write, “ A Practical View of Chris
tianity." Dr. Chalmers and Leigh Richmond were roused to action by 
this work of W. Wilberforce, and God only knows the grand and good 
work tracts. &c., are doing. If you cannot do much, I implore you to 
do little. Put a large tract over your fireplace for your friends to read: 
do something.—Floral Cards, Gospel and Temperance Papers, to Dean 
Street; Women’s, Soho Square; Westminster; Children’s, Great Or
mond Street; Bartholomew's, Homoeopathic, and King’s College 
Hospitals. Strand Cab Shelter. Theobald’s Road Fire Station, Faraday- 
Road Fire Station and Infirmary, North Kensington. “ Why we rest ou 
Sunday,” “ Aims of the Peace Society,” “ Law and the Social Evil." 
“ Liberal Programmes and the C. D. Acts,” “ The greatest wonder ” to 
Orange Street Church. “Reasons for peace and arbitration,” and 
“ Liberal Programmes and the C. D. Acts,” to St. James’ Hall. “ The 
Curse and the Cure ” to Orange Street S.S. Teachers and Senior Scholar. 
“ The Gospel of Mutilation,” to Lambeth Bath great meeting. Essex. 
Suffolk, Somerset and Wisbech have received our papers.—G. B. 
Taylor, Hon. Sec., 51, Sandringham Buildings, W.C.
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GERALD MASSEY as an EVOLUTIONIST.
THE NATURAL GENESIS. By Gerald Massey. 2 

vole. imp. octavo, pp. 552, 555. London: Williams & 
Norgate. Price £110s.
This iB the second part of a voluminous work undertaken 

by Mr. Massey for the purpose of establishing a theory which 
certainly should have sober examination. He holds that the 
origins of the “ myths and mysteries, types and symbols, 
religions and languages,” are to be found in Africa alone, 
and that Egypt is the “ mouth-piece.” Proceeding on the 
evolutionary hypothesis he seeks to demonstrate, to quote 
his own words, “the Karaite origin of the pre-Aryan matter 
extant in language and mythology found in the British 
Isles—the origin of the Hebrew and Christian theology in 
the mythology of Egypt,—the unity of origin for all 
mythology, and the Karaite origin of that unity,—the 
common origin of the mythical Genitrix and her brood of 
seven elementary forces, found in Egypt, Akkad, India, 
Britain and New Zealand, who became kronotypes in their 
secondary and spirits or gods in their final psychotheistic 
phase,—the Egyptian genesis of the chief celestial signs, 
zodiacal and extra-zodiacal,—the origin of all mythology in 
the Kamite typology,—the origin of typology in gesture
signs,—and the origin of language in African onomatopoeia.”

It is clear that if on the one hand this is a sufficiently 
audacious and ambitious conception, on the other hand it is 
a perfectly legitimate enterprise, and one the implications of 
which may be most important The author deliberately 
undertakes to prove all Christendom the dupes of sweeping 
and long-sustained delusions. He challenges scientists, 
theologians, philologists, anthropologists, sociologists. But 
he proceeds upon methods the soundness of which no evolu
tionist, at least, can question; and since he presents to his 
readers all the testimony upon which his conclusions rest, 
it is not difficult to check him as he goes on, and to ascertain 
how far, if at all, he is making unwarrantable deductions. 
The volumes represent an immense amount of labour and 
research. Mr. Massey has evidently sought conscientiously 
to exhaust the field in regard to justification for his views. 
The abundance of his evidence, indeed, will have the effect 
of delaying the comprehension of his purpose, inasmuch as 
the ordinary reader will soon become lost in the mass of 
detail, and, bewildered by this accumulation of minute proofs, 
will fail to perceive the tendency, the sequence, and the 
significance of the argument. To the non-evolutionist the 
work will probably appear either unintelligible or wantonly 
wicked, since its involves, among other results, the relegation 
of the whole system of Christianity to the realm of myth
ology, the very historical existence of its Founder being 
denied, and the not altogether novel theory of the sun-myth 
being put forward as the origin of the alleged delusion upon 
which the religion was based. Necessarily, however, this 
conclusion is only reached after a long and elaborate study 
of the typology and primitive language of early mankind. 
In these researches it must be conceded that the author has 
sifted the best authorities ; that he shows familiarity with a 
wide range of scholarship; that he has not undertaken to 
thrust upon the world an altogether crude theory, by strain
ing, distorting or mutilating the evidence used on its behalf. 
In fact he has succeeded in bringing together a great number 
of illustrations whose peculiarity is that they appear quite 
naturally, and because of inherent accord, to fortify his con
clusions. The worst that can be said of any controversial 
work is that the theory was first invented, and that the facts 
have been selected to fit the theory. Such a description 
ought to be fatal to any work of the kind, if true. But Mr. 
Massey is not open to that accusation, so far as we can per
ceive. He has questioned facts to find out what they meant, 
and he has endeavonred to put that meaning, as it appeared 
to him, plainly before his readers. And certainly Bome of 
his suggestions are well calculated to approve themselves to 
intelligent minds. The old notion that primitive man began 
with monotheism and gradually declined into polytheism, is 
now exploded. But there still survives a tendency to believe 
that primitive man was a good deal of a philosopher, capa
ble of somewhat subtle reasoning upon physical phenomena, 
and possessing an imagination potent enough to create for 
himself a complete mythology. Upon this subject Mr. 
Massey argues forcibly. He says : “ The world of sense 
was not a world of symbol to the primitive or primeval 
man. He did not begin as a Platonist. He was not the 

realizer of abstractions, a personifier of ideas, a perceiver of 
the Infinite. In our gropings after the beginnings we shall 
find the roots of religious doctrines and dogmas with the 
common earth, or dirt even, still clinging to them, and show
ing the ground in which they grew.”

He deals boldly with the theory that the ancient mysteries 
concealed subtle and mystic teachings and occult secrets. 
That theory has of late been revised by some who desire to 
find new support for belief in a modern adaptation of those 
mysteries. Mr. Massey, however, does not hesitate to ex
press the opinion that the reason why the mysteries were so 
carefully concealed from the masses in later times was 
“ the simple physical nature of the beginnings out of which 
the more abstract ideas had been gradually evolved.” He 
holds, in fact, that the Gnosis, the Kabalab, the esoteric 
evidence of all the so-called mysteries, owe their origin to 
very simple and transparent physical allegories. That, as 
he puts it, “ the knowledge was concealed because of its 
primitiveness, and not on account of its profundity.” 
Certainly some of the partial explanations which have come 
down to us of the mysteries of Eleusis, seem to bear out 
this theory. The extent to which symbolism has been 
employed, the natural progress made by it from its begin
nings in the crudity of gesture language to its tyrannical 
sovereignty over partially civilized minds during long periods 
of time, is exhibited in a suggestive way, and with the usual 
wealth of illustration. Indeed, so far as the argument is 
concerned, Mr. Massey would, in our judgment, have done 
better had he curtailed the illustrative portion of his book 
considerably; and even now he may find it worth while to 
popularize the work by making a condensed revision of it, 
in which only a bare sufficiency of evidence need be given, 
and so as not to interrupt the free and steady progress of 
the argument.

Patience and determination are required for the perusal 
of such voluminous worka, and the author evidently does 
not expect that his book will achieve a large circulation. If, 
however, it is read by the small minority of thinkers who, 
after all, give tone and tendency to the intellectual progress 
of the age, his aim will have been attained ; and this limited 
rango the work assuredly deserves. For it is an honest, 
intelligent, painstaking effort to apply the evolutionary 
principle to the beginnings of things, and to get at the real 
meaning of many mysteries by ascertaining how the beliefs 
which men have held have grown naturally. No doubt 
modern ethnology is very useful in this connection, for there 
is no lack of examples of savage, barbarous, half-civilized, 
and peoples of arrested development, to investigate. By 
the psychological growth of the modern savage we can tell 
with almost certainty what was the psychological growth of 
our ancestors, and of the ancestors of those ancient peoples 
the evidences of whose high culture have been preserved so 
wonderfully in the Nile Valley. And inquiries from the 
beginnings are becoming recognised as the only profitable 
ones. The school of which Mr. Herbert Spencer is the 
acknowledged chief and guide has proceeded mainly upon 
this method, though it has not always been true to itself, 
because perhaps it could not at once liberate itself from the 
influence of inherited and instilled fallacies. Mr. Massey 
has gone further in this research than any of his predeces
sors. He is justly entitled to claim, as he does in hie preface, 
that his book is written “ by an Evolutionist for Evolution
ists.” Unhampered by educational bias of any kind, he was 
enabled to start from a more advanced point than any who 
preceded him, and as a result he has produced a work which 
must be characterized as the boldest and most uncompromis
ing outcome of the evolutionary principle, carried out with 
an intrepid determination to arrive at the truth concerning 
all the subjects of the inquiry. The volumes are well 
printed, and are furnished with an index, which, however, 
might well be enlarged for the better convenience of those 
to whom the work is likely to become one of reference.— 
New York Tribune.

Bacup: Public Hall, November 29.—Mr. J. 3. Schutt answered 
questions in the afternoon, the chief being “ The origin of the 
Scriptures,” and “ The Pyramids of Egypt.” For nearly two hours 
we were feasted with knowledge given in abundance. “ The Soul's 
Search ” was the evening subject. I have heard nothing like it. Going 
back to primitive man, the controls described man as a worshipping 
being*,  if he has not one idol lie will have another. They attributed the 
origin of religion to natural phenomena ; and human sacrifices, were dealt 
with, also hero-worship, pointing out the progress in man’s conception of 
God. There was a lively discussion at the end of this admirable lecture. 
It was a profitable day.—J. Bbown.
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THE SPIRITUALISTS’ DIRECTORY.

MEETINGS, SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 1885. 
LONDON.

Batterska.—Mrs. Evans's, 46, Wakehurst Road, Northent Road, near CUpham 
Junction, Circle at 7. Wednesday, at 6, Healing, Mr. Will Ums; 8, Developing.

Cavkndish Rooms, 51, Mortimer Street, W., at 7, J. Burna, O.S.T., Address; Mr. J. 
Hopcroft, Clairvoyance.

Hoxtox.—227, Hoxton Street, at 8 : Experience Meeting.
Kilburn.—Mr. J. Wright’s, 26, Claremont Road, West Kilburn, at 7, Seance, Mr. 

Matthews, medium. Wednesday, developing oircle at 8.30.
Marylkbone.—Regent Hotel, 31, M&rylebnoe Road, at 7, Mr. I. Maodonnell, 

“ Riches.”
Marylebonk Road.—167, Seymour Place: Wednesday, 7.45, Physical Seance; 

Thursday, 7.45, Spiritual S*er;  Friday, 7.45, Mr. J. M. Dale; Saturday, 7.45, 
Clairvoyance.—J. M. Dale, Hon. Sec.

Upper Holloway.—Mrs. Ha gon, 2, Calverley Grove, at 7, trance and clairvoyance; 
also Thun*  lay at 8; Tu May, at 8, Developing Circle.

Walworth.—83, Boyson Road, at 7, Mr. J. Veitch, “ Spiritualism : its position, its 
work, its hopes”; Mr. Robson, Clairvoyance; Mr. Raper, Healing. Monday 
at 8, Mutual Development Class. Wednesday, Circle, Mr. Robson.

WEEK NIGHT8.
Spiritual Institution.—Tuesday, Seance at 8 o’clock. Mr. Towns, Medium. 
Clrrkrnwell.—81, St. John’s Street Road, Wednesday at 8, Mr. Webster.
Holborn.—At Mr , Coffin's, 13, Kingsgate Street. Tuesday, 8.30. Mr. Webster. 
Hoxton.—Perseverance Coffee House, 69, Hoxton Street. Thursday at 8, Mr. H. 

Armitage, Healing; Friday, at 8, Mr. Webster.
Notting Hill.—53, Faraday Road, Ladbroke Grove Road. Thursday, at 7.30.

10, Prince's Road, Wednesday, Mr. A Mrs. Hagon, at 5, Healing, at 8, Trance

PROVINCES.
Asbington Colliery.—At 2 and 6 p.m.: No Information.
Bacup.—Public Hall, at 2.30 A 6.30, Mr. J. B. Tetlow.
Barrow-in-Furness.—80. Cavendish Street. at6.30: Mr. Proctor, Mr. Condon. 
Batley Carr.—Town Street, 6.30 p m.: Mr. J. Armitage.
Bklper.—Lecture Room, Brookside, at 10.30 and 6.30 :
Binglby.—Intelligence Hall, 2.30 and 6 p.m. : Mr. Hopwood.
Birmingham.—Oozells Street Schools, at 6.30: No Information.
Bishop Auckland.—Temperance Hali, Gurney Villa, at 9, Circle; at 2.30 & 6, 

Mrs. M. A. Hall.
Blackburn.—New Water Street: at 9.30, Lyceum ; at 2.30 A 6.3U: Mrs. Gregg. 
Bowling.—Spiritual Tabernacle,. Harker Street, at 2.30 A 6, Mr. Holdsworth. 
Bradford.—Spiritualist Church, Walton Street, Hall Lane, Wakefield Road, at 2.30 

and 6, Mrs. Crawn.
Oddfellows' Rooms, Otley Road, at 2.30 A 6, Mr. J. 8. Schutt. (Also planned 

for Newcastle.)
Meeting Rooms, 448, Little Horton Lane, at 2.30 A 6: Mrs. Ingham.
Milton Rooms, Westgate, at 2.30 and 6: Airs. Wade.
Upper Addison Street. Hall Lane, Lyceum at 9.45; at 2.30 A 6.30, Mr. James 

Parker, aud Lady from London.
Burnlxy.—St. James' Hall, at 2.30 and 6.30, Mr. E. W. Wallis, “ SpirltuaLism: 

What is the good of It! ” Reply to Rev. J. Kemp and Dr. Talmage. Thursday, 
at 7.30, Members’ developing circle.

Cardiff.—At Mrs. Cooper’s, 60, Crockherbtown, at 6.30.
Derby.—At Mr. John Allen's, 25, York Street, at 6 p.m.: Circle.
Dbvonport.—98, Fore Street,at 11, Miss Bond, Auswers to Questions; at 6.30 p.m., 

Miss Bond, “ The Advantages of Spiritualism to the present and future life.” 
Exrtkb.—The Mint, at 10.45 at 6.30.
Felling.—Park Road; at 6, No Information.
FoLRaHtLL.—Edgwick, at 6.30.
Glasgow.—2, Carlton Place, Lyceum at 11.30; at 6.30, Mrs. Wallis, Questions 

and Answers.
Halifax.— 1, Winding Road, at 2.30 and 6, Mrs. Yarwood. Monday, at 7. 
Hanlky.—Mrs. Dutson’s,41, Mollart Street, at 6.30; Wednesday, at 7.30 p.m. 
Hetton.—Miners' Old Hal), at 5.30: Mr. J. G. Grey.
IIrywood.—Argyle Buildings, at 2.30 A 6.15: Mr. Poetlethwaite.
Huddersfield.—Assembly Rooms, Brook Street, at 2.30 and 6, Mr. Greenalt. 
Jersey.—68, New Street, at 3 and 6.30: Local.
Keighley.—Lyceum, East Parade, 2.30and 5.30: Miss Wilson A Miss Sumner. 
Lancaster.—Athenaeum, St. Leonard’s Gate, at 2.30 A 6.30, No Information.
Lbcds. — Psychological Hali, Grove House Lane, back of Brunswick Terrace, at 

2.30 and 6.30 : Mr. Woolston.
Odel Hall, Cookridge Street, at 10.30 A 6, Mrs. Groom; at 2.30, Mr. and Mrs. 

Hepworth. Monday at 8, Mrs. Groom.
Leicester.—Silver Street Lecture Hall, at 11 A 6.30: Local.
Liverpool.— Daup>y Hall, Daulby Street, London Road, at 11, and 6.30, No 

Information. Lyceum at 2 p.m. Sec., Mr. Coriont 14. Daulby Street.
Lowestoft.—Daybreak Villa, Prince’s Street, Beccles Road, at 2.30 and 8.30, Local. 
Macolssfield.—Free Church, Paradise Street, at 2.30 A 6.30, Rev. A. Rushton.

62, Fence Street, at 2.30 A 6.30, No Information.
Manchester.—Temperance Hall, Tipping Street, Ardwick, at 10.30, Mr. Johnson, 

at 6.30, Mr. Carlyle.
Middlesborough. — Granville Lecture Rooms, Newport Road, at 2 A 6.30, Mr. 

J. Scott.
Morley.—Mission Room, Church Street, at 2.30 and 6: Mrs. Bailey. 
Newoastle-on-Tyne.—Weir’s Court,at 11 A 6.30, Mr. J. S. Schutt. Monday at 7.30. 
North Shields.—6, Camden Street, at 11 A 6.15, No Information. ■ , -, •
Nottingham.—Morley House, Shakespeare Street, 10.45 and 6.30: Mrs. Barnes.

Vine Chapel, Beaconsfield Street, Hyson Green, 6.30, Mix. Atlenburrow. 
Tuesday, 7.30

Oldham.—176, Union Street, at 2.30 A 6, Mr. W. Johnson.
Opensuaw.—Mechanics’ Institute, Pottery Lane, at 10JO and 6, Mr. Clarke, 
ObWALDTWiBTLE.—At 160, New Lane, at 6.30, Mr. A Mrs. Newell.
Parkgatr.—Bear Tree Street (near bottom), at 6.30, No Information*  
Pendleton.—Town Hall, al 2.30 and 6.30., Mr. 0. C. Macdonald.
Plymouth.—Notte Street, at 11, Mr. James; at3, Members’ Circle; at 6.30,Mrs. 

Chapman; Mrs. Trueman, Clairvoyant.
Rochdale.—Regent Hall, Regent Street, at 2.30 and 6 p.m., No Information. 

6, Bailey Street, 2.30 and 6 p.m., Mr. Taft, Oldham. Wednesday, Circle at 7.30.
Saltash.—Knuston Villa, at 11 a.m. A 6 p.m., prompt. Wednesdays, 7. Medium, 

Mr. W. Burt.
Sheffield.—Cojoa House, 175, Pond Street, at 6.30: No Information. 
Southsea,—11. Middle Street, at 6.30 p.m. Friends cordially invited.
South Shield^.—19, Cambridge Street, at 11 and 6.30, No Information. 
Sowkrry Bridge.—Progressive Lyceum, Hollins Lane, at 6.30 : Mrs. Green. 
Bpennymoor.—Central Hall, at 2.30 and 6, No Information.
Sdxderland.—323, High street West, at 6.30: Circle.
Tonstall.—13, Rathbone Place, at 6.30.
Walsall.—Excnunge Rooms, High Street, at 6.30.
West Hartlepool.—Druids’ Hall, Tower Street, at 2.30 and 6.30, Local. 

Wednesday at 7,30 o'clock.
West Pelton. — Co operative Hall, at 2 A 5.30, No Information.
Wibsey.— Hardy Street, at 2.30 A 6, Miss Sumuer.

MR. W. M. BROWN (late Wesleyan Local Preacher), Trance Speaker, 1, Back 
Downing Street, Ardwick, Manchester.

THOMAS GREENALL, Trance and Clairvoyant Medium, 196, Padiham Road, 
Burnley.—Wednesday at 8. Private Circle.

MRS. GROOM, 200,St. Vincent Street, Lady wood, Birmingham.
MR. JOHN ILLINGWORTH, Bingley, Cor. Sec., Yorkshire District Committee.
SAMUEL PLACE, Trance Speaker, 149, Charter Street, Manchester.
THOMAS PO3TLETHWAITE, Trance and Clairvoyant Medium, 6, Waterhouse 

Street, Rochdale. — Dec. 6, Heywood ; 13, Rochdale; 20, 21, A 22, Parkgate; 
27, Huddersfield; Jan. 5, Heywood.

MR. J. SWINDLEHURST, Spiritual Teacher, 25, Hammond. Street, Preston,
MR. J. B TETLOW, 7, Barclyde Street, Rochdale ; full till Jan. 1888.
MR. A. D. WILSON, 3, Battinion Road, Halifax.

MB: H. ARMITAGE, Tmnoe Speaker, 56, Gt. James St., St. John's Road, Hoxton
MR. JOHN WALSH, Trance Speaker, 15, Witton Parade, Witton, Blackburt.
MR. J. T. STANDISH, Trance A Clairvoyant, 62, Malton St., Coppice, Oldham.

MONTHLY LIST.
Oldham: 176, Union Street, Sunday at 2.30 A 6.—Speakers for December:

6, Mr. Johnson, Hyde; 13, Mrs. Green, Heywood; 20, Mr, W. M. Brown, 
Manchester; 27. Local.—J. Murray, Sec., Oldham Society of BpirltuiihiB,
7, Eden Street, Frankhill.

Pkndleton : Town Hall, Sunday at 2.30 A 6.30.—Speakers for December: 6, Mr. 
J. C. Macdonald; 13, Mrs. E. H. Britten; 20, Mr. J. 3. Schutt; 27, Mrs.Green.

B PLANT, Trance and Clairvoyant Medium, 7, Grafton Street, Ellor Street,
• Pendleton, Manchester. (Open to private engagements.)—Appointments 

Dec. 6, Opeushaw; 20, Heywood ; z7, Regent Hall, Rochdale; Jan. 3, Openshaw.

J£R. E. W. WALLIS’S APPOINTMENTS. — Doc. 6, Burnley.

MRS. WALLIS'S APPOINTMENTS.—Dec. 6, Glasgow.
Mr. and Mrs. W. are ‘*at  home” for private consultation on Wednesdays, by 

appointment. Public Reception Seance for members and friends, on Fridays, from 
7.30 til 10 p.m.. at 50, Langside Road, Crossbill.

MRS. HARD1NGE-BRITTEN lectures: the first Sunday of each month al 
Liverjwol; the last Sunday of each month at Newcastle, visiting North

Shields, Leeds, Ac. Mrs. Britten speaks at Pendleton Town Hall, the second Sundays 
of November and December; Bradford, Blackburn and Burnley on theother Sundays 
of the year. Next year's engagements will shortly be made up and announced.— 
Address, the Lindens, Humphrey Street, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.

If R. T. S. SWATRIDGE is open to give Lectures on Sunday or weeknights, ill. Address, *8,  For test Road, Kentish Town, Lxndon, N.W.

14 K. J. 8. SCHUTT’S Sundays are occupied till June next; he would be glad 
JI hold week-night Services. For terms, address, Elliott Street, Sllsden, via La-«,

MR. J. J. MORSE, Inspirational Trance bpaaxer, now on a Spiiitual Missu.u 
to Ameiica, Australia, and New Zealand. All letters to be addressed care of 

Colby and Riou, Bosworth Street, Boston, Mass , U.S.A.

MR. JOHN C. McDONALD, 1, Milton Street, Patricroft, Manchester. Inspira
tional Orator, Binger, Clairvoyant, and Phrenologist.

11 R, J. N. BOWMER, Inspirational Trance Speaker, is open to engagements in 
llL Town or Provinces. For terms and dates, address, 42, Goodlers Laue, Salford.

If R. W. WALLACE, the oldest Public Medium in Englaud, is open for engage- 
JI meats to Lecture in Town or Country. Friends please observe the change of 
address—24, Archway Road, Highgate, N.

JERSEY.—Board and Lodging in a Spiritualist Homo.—68, New Street.

VISITORS to London can be accommodated with Board and Lodging on reasonable 
terms, at 16, York Street, Portman Square, London, W., only two minutes from 

Baker Street Station, W. Vegetarian diet if required

rriO MESMERIC PRACTITIONERS.—Zinc and Copper Disks fur assisting in the 
X production of the mesmeric sleep. Weil made and finished, 4a. per dosen,aBd 
upwards.—J. Burns, 16, Southampton Row, W.C. ’

MRS. FRANK HERNE receives patients on Mondays for magnetising, from
3 to 5 o'clock ; also patients waited on at their homes. Seance for Spiritualnu 

only, every Sunday at halt-past 7; Thursdays at 8.—Aldr^u, 8, Albert Road, 
Forest Laue, Stratford, E.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MEDIUMS & SPIRITUADISTS.

CABINET Size, Is. each, post free, Is. Id.:— Mrs. Yarwood, J. Burns,
E. W. Wallis, W. J. Colville. Carte-de-Visitc 8ize, 6d. each, poat free, 7d.:— 

Aus. Yarwood, E. W. Walli*,  W. J. Colville, J. J. Morse and family (group of 3), 
J. S. Schutt, Z. and Mrs. Newell, Mrs. Mellon, Miss Wood, W. Johnson (Hyde), 
Miss Musgrave.—K. WuLSTbNHOLME, 4, Preston New Road, Blackburn.

Prophetic Almanacs for 1886.
RAPHAEL’S ALMANAC, or the Prophetic Messenger, 

aud Weather Guide, (Otith year). With Ephemeris, Is., without 
6d., postage Id.

ZADKIEL’S ALMANAC (56th year). Containing predictions, 
of tiie Weather, Voices of the Stars, and numerous useful tables, 
6d. Ephemeris fid.

ORION'S ALMANAC (45th year). Containing full predictions 
.f the Weather, Winds, Tides, Storms; hinte to farmers.and 
gardeners, when to Plant and Sow to ensure good Crops. 6d.

J. BURNS, 15, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, W.C.

HYMN LEAVES, Nos. 1 & 2, combined.
EOUR LARGE PAGES,

Containing Nineteen Select Hymns, and Rules for the Spirit-Circle.
Piuce only Is. TEIl 100. SrEciAL Heauixo at slightly extra chabhd 

Nos. 1 & 2, MAY BE HAD SEBABATEEY, 6d. PEK 100.

These Leaves ere excellent for unlvereal circulation ; they should be given a ray 
freely, and sung from at all great public gatherings, that they may be placed in the 
hands of strangers and taken home.

THE PHILOSOPHY of REVELATION. By J. W. Farquhar. Id. 
RULES aud INFORMATION specially arranged for the guidance of 

all interested in investigating the Science of Spiritualism. Cape 
Town. fill.

NOTES ON BEAUTY, VIGOUR and DEVELOPMENT, or, How 
to Acquire Plumpness of Form, Strength of Limb, and 
Beauty of Complexion. By William Milo. GJ.

A Catalogue of Standard and. 
Cheap Works on Spiritualism, &c., 
also of Second-hand & Rare Books

’ ON APPLICATION TO

J. BURNS, 15, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.O.
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Low, * Co. [Three Shillings and Sixpence]. Sold by all booksellers.

NEW MEDICAL WORK BY
Miss Chandos Leigh Hunt (Mrs. Wallace) & Lex et Lux. 
PHYSIANTHROPT, os Tse Hom Ceas Aim Eudicatios or Dississ. 12fc 

pages, tastefully bound in cloth, price 3a. Sd. Send for Synopsis to Miss Simpson, 
as below.

THIRD EDITION.—(Just Published.)
PRIVATE PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 

SCIENCE AND ART OF ORGANIC MAGNETISM
BY MISS CHANDOS LEIGH HUNT.

Being her original TTrre guinea privatt Manascript Instructions, printed, revised 
and greatly enlarged, and containing valuable and practical translations, and the 
son centra ted essence of all previous practical work*.  Numerous Illustrations of 
puses, signa, Ac.

Price One Guinea, Paper. French Morooco, with double lock and key, As. extra, 
beet Morocco, ditto, 7«. extra.

Bend for Index, Press Notice*  and Pupil's Testimonials, to Miss Simpson, Becre 
tary. Philanthropic Reform Publishing Offioe, 2, Oxford Mansions, Oxford Circus, W.

EIGHTH THOUSAND.
Price only Four ShiHings'i t

NINETEENTHCENTURY MIRACLES;
SriBiTS and Their Work in every Country or the Earth.

By EMMA HARDINGE BRITTEN.
To meet the universal demand for this great and celebrated work, copies of the last 

American Edition will be ftirnisbed; A50 jages; splendidly bound, and illustrated 
by 20 fine portraits, for FOUR SHILLINGS ; being far below cost price. AstMs 
it the last and only edition that will ever be Illustrated, and as a few copies only 
remain, immediate application is necessary to secure them.

Bent, jxist free, for 4s. 6d., on prepaid application to DR. BRITTEN, Ths Limes, 
Humfhret Street, Ch setham Hill, Manchkstkk.The Missing-Link in j Movers Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH FOX-UNDERHILL.
This work Is a complete history of the Fox Family ; the “ Rochester Knockings,’ 

and the Wonderful early manifestations of American Spiritualism. SPLENDIDLY 
BOUND A ILLUSTRATED, PRICE DRE-PAID 9s. For tale m England ONLY 
by DR. WILLIAM BRITTEN, The Limes, Humphrey Street, Cbketham Hill, 

MANCHESTER.

F. FUSEDALE,

Style, Quality and Cheapness combined with Durability. 
300 PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM.

Made on the Premise*  at the Shortest Notice. Goods direct from the 
Manufacturers, all Wool and shrunk.

WINTER SUITS from £2 2s. - -

8, SOUTHAMPTON RQW, Opposite “Medium" Office.

TO AMERICANS VISITING EUROPE.
Gentlemen,—I am now buying direct from the Manufacturers, and 

an supply the beet goods far cheaper than any other House in London, 
hiving everythlhg'iriade At my own 'Workshops.

SPECIAL PRICE LIST FOR NETT CASH.
5Superfine Dress Suits, lined Silk ...£3 18 o worth £5

Beaver Overcoats, lined Tweed --------
All Wool Trousers..............
Suit of best Angola 
Black Twill Morning Coat)

„ ,, .. Vest)

o 
o 
o 
o
0

2 IO 0 ft 3 10
o 16 6 91 I I
a ie o 3 10
a xo o 11 3 IO

»»
Soliciting the favour of a trial,—I remain, Gentleman, your obedient

JAMES MALTBY,
8, HANOVER PLACE, UPPER BAKER ST., N.W.

ii.B.—Patterns post free on application. City Atlas Bus from the 
Bank, ana Atlas Bus from Charing Cross pass the door.

CALL AND SEE
MALTBY’S SHIRT WITH TRANSFORMATION CUFFS.

Making one equal to two Shirts, lasts clean double the time, a saving 
in washing, and at same price as ordinary Shirts, B/6, 6/6, 7/6, 
a reduction on taking half-a-dozen.

^s^c^o^rganic JJeCineafions of 
Qfyaxacter and $apal>i£ifies.

In answer to continuous inquiries, 1 hereby announce that as far as my 
other engagements will permit, I am ready to give Delineations on the 
following terms:—
A Verbal Delineation, 5/-; A Verbal Delineation and marked 
,, CbMt*.XQ/4 ; A Writtep Delineation and marked Chart, ax/- 

^Appointt^ents should be previously arranged.
delineations given from -photographs.

J. BURNS, x& SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, W.C.

Mr. and Mrs. HAWKINS, Magnetic Healei’s.

AT HOME Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Free Treatment on Fri 
day, from 12 to ft o’clock. Pattents visited at their own Residence.—SI, 

Bolsover Street, W. (Near Portland Road Railway Station.) Healing Seance 
every Sunday morning, from II to 1; voluntary contribution*.

CURATIVE MESMERISM AND CLAIRVOYANCE

PROFE88OR ADOLPHE DIDIER attends Patient*  and can be consulted dally 
from 2 till ft, at A, Rue du Mont-Dore, Paris. Clairvoyant Consultation by 

letter for Diseases, their Causes, and Remedies. For any serious cases, Profess*  ir 
Didier would arrange to come and attend personally in England

CURATIVE MESMERISM.—Mr. J. Rana, Magnetic Healer, attend*  patients 
at 83, Boy son Ro id, Walworth, and at their own homes if required. Free 

healing on Sunday evenings, at 83, Boy son Road.

MR. 0MERIN, known by his wonderful CURES of Rheumatism, Gout, Neural 
gla, Lumbago, Epilepsy, General Debility, and several affections of the Head, 

Eyes, Liver, Ac., attends Patient*  from Eleven to One and Two to Five, at 3, Bui- 
strode Street, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

L|R. W. R. PRICE, Curative Mesmerist, receives Patient*  at 7, Duke Street, 
wl Groavenor Square, London, every morning between 11 and 1, or visits by 

appointment. Treatment without loss of consciousness or self-control.

CAROLINE PAWLEY, Writing, Speaking, Healing Medium. By the desire of 
her Guides, no money accepted,—Letters sent first, with stamped envelope for 

reply. 33, Bayston Road, Btoke Newington Road, N.

MRS. KATE BERRY, Magnetic Healer,
25, Ordnance Road, St. John’s Wood Terrace, N.W.

111 SB GODFREY. Medioal Rubber, and Mhsmerist, 227, Hampstead Rose, 
UL N.W. By appointment only.

MRS- HAGON, Business Clairvoyante, and Magnetic Healer. Ladies attended 
at their own homes. Terms moderate.

MR. GEO. HAGON, Magneticand Mesmeric Healer and Seer. Chronic and Men
tal diseases a speciality. Patients attended at their own homes.

MR. JOSEPH HAGON, Inspirational Speaker, and Business Clairvoyant 
diseases diagnosed by letter.

Address: 2, Calverlw C.ROvt, Nicholas Y Rtfah- Noeth, St. John’s Road, 
Upper Holloway, N. i

THEON, The Eastern Pstchic Healer, cures all diseases. Consultations by 
appointment. Free attendance on Saturdays, from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. 11, Belgrave 

Road, Abbey Road, St John’s Wood, N.W. Eastern sure preventive of Cholera.

MR. JOHN HOPCROFT, 3, St. Luke’s Terrace, Canterbury Road, Kilburn.
Trance, Clairvoyant and Psychojnetrist, is open to receive invitations to speak 

for Spiritual Societies, town.or country. Write for dates, yOply travelling expenses 
required. At home daily for private sittings, from’3 titl?; * *

MR. W. EGLINTON requests that all communication*  be addressed to him 
personally, at 6, Nottingham Plaoe, W.

Frank hekne, 8, axbut road, 
Fobkst Lank, BtbatfoMD.

J Thomas, gknkbxl cobkbhpomdknt.
• . Addraas: Kingsley, by Frodsham, Cheshire.

MR. TOWNS, Medical Diagnosis, Test and Business Clairvoyant, is at home 
daily, and isopen to engagements. Address—31, Stibbington Street, Clarendon 

Square, 8L Pancras, N.W. f > j

MISS LOTTIE FOWLER, Trance, Medical, and Business Clairvoyant, 16, 
Bury Street (entrance In Gilbert 8treec), opposite the British Museum and off

Oxford Street. Hours: 3 till 7 daily. Open to (engagements to visit in the evenings.

14 RS. CANNON, 3, Rushton Street, New North Road, Hoxton. Trance. Test, 
lUL and Medical Clairvoyant. Seance for Spiritualists only, on Monday 
and Saturday eveniugs, at 8 o’clock, Wedueeday, Magnetic Healing by Mr. 
Armitage. Thursday, developing. Private sittings by appointment by teller.

14 R. J. J. VANG0, 22, Cordova Road, Grove Rd., (near Coborn 8tation, G.E.R.) 
1YL North Bow. Trance, Test and Business Clairvoyant. Seance for Spiritualists 
only, Ou Sunday evenings at 7 p.m. A Seance on Tuesday evenings at 8.

NATURAL CLAIRVOYANCE.

MISB BELL TILLEY, Medical and Nousitiatiag Test Clairvoyant. Sittings by 
appointment. Person*>t  a distance .Diagnosis from lock of half.

Clairvoyantly-prepared. Magnetised Fabric for the cure of Dbease, 2s. 6d. A 5s. 
Address: 10, Brooke Hoad, Stoke Newington, N.

ASTROLOGY.—Map of Nativity, witty remarks on Health, Mind, Wealth, 
Marriage, Ac. Fee, 6s. Short remarks alone, 2s. 6d. (Stamps.) Time anu 

Place of Birth, Sex. Letters only.—Zakl, care of K. Jones, 21, Kingarlh Street, 
East M< or*,  Cardiff.

ASTROLOGY proves the Events of Life to be in accord with fixed laws, and 
unalterable, giving dates of events. Terms sent on application.—Address 

“ Neptune,’ 10, Prince*  Road, Notting Hili, London, W.

ASTROLOGY AND ASTRONOMY.
T\R. WILSON may be Consulted on the Past, and Future Events of Life, at IC3, 
U Caledonian Hoad, King’s Cross. Time of Birth required. Fee 2s. 6d. At, 
tendance from 2 till 8 p.m. Lemons given.

Personal Consultations only.

ASTROLOGY.—Nativities cast. Advice on Business, Marriage, Health direction 
of success, Ac., by letter.—Walks, 2, Ireton Street, Bradford, Yorks.

s STBOLOGY.—One Question answered free. Bend stamped envelope. State 
A time of being anxious about tbe matter, to Samaxl, 63, Manchester Road, 
Bradford, Yorks.

ASTROLOGY.—Nativities calculated. Your future foretold, fee 2s. 61. Time of 
Birth required. Any question respecting Marriage, Business, Al, answered, 

fee Is. 6d., by letter only, to J. Pearbon, 44, Muschamp Road, East Dulwich, S.E.

• THE ASTRAL SCIENCE. ♦

YOUR Planetary Transit Chart, “shewing when to venture and succeed.” 
3 months events, Is. 3d., 6 months, 2s., 12 months, 3s. State date of Birtn. 

Address, Nadir Zknith, Bpennymoor, Co. Durham.—Cor. write*:  Oct. 1, 18*5. — 
“ What you wrote to me in Feb. last has become true, almost word for word.”

® ASTROLOGY. ®
1FAGUS” gives eight {age*  of foolscap, closely written, including Remarks
JU, on Business, Health, Marriage, Employment, Rank and Wraith, and 

proper destiny, with ft years’ direction*  for 6s.; 10 years’ directions, 7s.; 1 question 
answered, Is. Time and place of Birth, Sex. Advice only given; predictions 
studiously avoided ; al) improper, illegal, illicit questions our attention cannot 
recognise.—Address, “ Magus,” care of J. Blacsburn, 13, Belvoir Teri ace, Keighley. 

PROFESSOR HEYDON will advise by Letter on ail Affrira of Life. Three 
jL questions, 2s. 6<l. Send time and date of birth to 96, Park Lane, Leeds, Yorks. 
A GENERAL SERVANT wanted In a homely family. An experienced person

preferred. Write to “ A. D.,” care of Mr. Burns, 15, Southampton Row 
London, W.C.

TWO ROOMS to Let, rent 6s. per week. No children. Spiritualists desired.— 
Mr. J. Wbight, 28, Claremont Road, Kilburn Lane, N.W.

Digitized by
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SPIRITUALISM ATTESTED BY SCIENCE!TO BE PUBLISHED, DECEMBER 18, 1885,
A GRAND CHRISTMAS NDMBER of the MEDION

ILLUSTRATED WITH

FULL PAGE PORTRAIT of ALDERMAN BARKAS, 
of Newcastle-on-Tyne,

AND CONTAINING A SKETCH OF

MR. BARKIS’S LIFE AND INVESTIGATIONS OF SPIRITUALISM.

Also a Paper by Dr. Alfred R. Wallace
ONTHE RELATIONS OF SPIRITUALISM TO SCIENCE.

W THIS WILL BE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES OF THE MEDIUM EVER PUB
LISHED, PECULIARLY ADAPTED FOR CIRCULATION AMONGST THE HIGHEST CLASS 
OF MINDS AS WELL AS TO THE PUBLIC GENERALLY.

No Advance in Price:—Three-halfpence a Copy; 1/6 per dozen, post free; 
8 Copies post free for 1/-; 8/- per 100 per rail, carriage extra.

Every SPIRITUALIST must do his utmost to spread this Important Number.
THE

SPIRITUALIST’S DIRECTORY, 
ANNUAL & ALMANAC FOR 1886.

TO BE ISSUED EARLY IN JANUARY.
♦-------

We desire to collect together all Useful Information connected with 
the Cause, and to give time to perfect arrangements for the coming 
year, the date of publication will be delayed till January.

We intend to give the Officers of all Organizations, and the nature of 
the Work they perform, with the Results that follow, Useful Ex
periences and Suggestions being solicited; the Capacity ot Hall used, 
N umber of Services, and numbers who usually attend. An epitome of 
financial position.

Then, we contemplate including a Register of all Public Workers 
including Speakers. Mediums, and of all Circles that are open to fitting 
sitters. We would be glad to add the Addresses of Public Spiritualists, 
who have no objection to be known as active sympathizers with the 
Cause.

A small charge will be made for the insertion of Official Arrange
ments, and Speaker's and Medium’s Announcements, also Personal 
Addresses, but all Information for the Good of the Cause will be 
inserted Free. As it is impossible to estimate the size of the work, the 
price cannot be stated at present.

Particulars are invited without delay, as the labour will be very great 
and must be spread over as much time as possible.

LONDON:
J. BURNS, 15, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.

A

Collection of Tunes for the Spiritual Lyre.
ADAPTED TO THE MOST USEFUL HYMNS.

Price, ad.

TOOLS FOR SPIRITUAL WORKERS.
THS

^pirifuaf <fc ^pirituat
In One Volume, Bound in Cloth, Price 2*.  6d.

Containing upwards of 500 pieces, suitable for Singing, Recitation, 
or Reading.

SPIRITUAL WORKER'S EDITION.
THE

SZ’raiTTT-A.L DYT&HJ:
A COLLECTION OF SONGS fob the USE or SPIRITUALISTS.

Containing 171 of the mott ueeful Piecee.
Prices ;—10s. per 100, Is. 6d. per dozen, in paper wrappers; £1 per 1OO 

3s. per dozen, in limp cloth; £1 10s. per 100, 4 a. per dozen 
in handsome doth cases, gold lettered.

SEED COIRJST.
A VARIETY OF FOUR-PAGED TRACTS, Is. per 100.

2. Spibitualum and tub Gospel or Jbsvs. By J. Bohns.
8. The Pbinciflbs or Modebn Spiritualism: Theoretical ajtd 

Practical. By A. E. Newton.
4. What u Spiritualism? With Rules for the Spirit-Circle.
5. The Creed or the Spirits. Spiritual Ten Commandments.

Ten Laws or Right. By Emma H. Britten.
6. Dr. Sexton's Conversion to Spiritualism.

May be obtained of

& ’gSitrns, ^pxrifuaC gnstitufiori,
SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, W.C.

Londor: PrlnUd and Published by Jambs Bmn IS. Southampton Bow, High Holbora. W.C.
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